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September 2020 analysis that was prepared for the Proposed Project by ALH Urban

Regional Economics 2020 Socioeconomic Report to evaluate the potential

socioeconomic impacts on residential gentrification and displacement as they relate to

potential physical chanf4es in the environment

E Review of Supplemental Research and City Reports summarizes relevant findings

from additional research and reports rezarding potential displacement and gentrification

impacts in urban neighborhoods that were not addressed in the 2020 Socioeconomic

Report with a particular focus on those that apply to the City of San Francisco and

publications from 2020 onward

F Nei2hborhood Conditions summarizes neighborhood conditions that are relevant to the

analysis of displacement and are supplemental to the 2020 Socioeconomic Report with

focus on the areas surroundin4 the Proposed Project

G Evaluation of Potential Gentrification and Residential Displacement Impacts from

Proposed Project evaluates potential Zentrificatlon and residential displacement

impacts from the Proposed Project to address the Board of Supervisor's findings

reversing the Planning Commission's certification of the final EIR

H Evaluation of Potential Cultural Displacement Impacts from Proposed Proeec

evaluates potential cultural displacement impacts from the Proposed Project to address

the Board of Supervisor's findings reversing the Planning Commission's certification of

the final EIR
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Date August 17 2022

To San Francisco Planning Department

cc Stantec

From Selfel Consulting Inc

Subject Supplemental Analysis Regarding Potential Displacement Impacts from the Proposed Project at

469 Stevenson Street

This memorandum provides a supplemental analysis regarding potential displacement impacts from a

proposed mixed use development at 469 Stevenson Street Proposed Project or project The Proposed

Project would be developed on a surface parking lot in the South of Market Neighborhood in San

Francisco Assessor's Block 3704 Lot 045 and includes 495 mixed income apart ent units and ground

floor commercial space Selfel Consulting Inc Seifel performed this supplemental analysis to support

preparation of a recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report EIR for the Proposed Project at the

request and direction of the San Francisco Planning Department Planning Department as a

subcontractor to the roject's environmental consultant Stantec

On July 29 202 1 the San Francisco Planning Commission Planning Commission certified the final EIR

for the project On August 27 202 1 a letter was filed with the Clerk of the San Francisco Board of

Supervisors Board of Supervisors appealing certification of the final EIR The Board of Supervisors

held a public hearing on October 26 2021 to consider the appeal of the certified final EIR The Board of

Supervisors granted the appeal and reversed the final EIR certification On December 14 202 1 the Board

of Supervisors adopted findings Motion No M21-182 in support of its decision to grant the appeal of

the final EIR certification The findings state

MOVED That this Board of Supervisors finds that the Final EIR contains inadequate analysis and

information regarding potential impacts to historic resources potential geotechnical impacts

resultingfi-om construction of the project potential physical impacts resultingfi-om gentrifleation

and displacement of local residents and potentiallyfeasible mitigation measures and alternatives to

address significant impacts in those impact areas all of which were either improperly and

prematurely scoped out of the EIR and studied only in the Initial Study or studied in the EIR with

insufficient analysis and evidence

The purpose of this analysis is to address the Board of Supervisors findings and direction to the Planning

Department to provide additional analysis of the Proposed Project's potential gentrification and

displacement impacts The Planning Department will use the findings of this analysis to evaluate whether

the roposed roject could result in potential physical impacts stemming from any identified

gentrification and displacement impacts

A Summary of Key Finding-s-Executive Summay
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This memorandum provides additional analysis to address the Board of Supervisors findingsand direction

to the Planniruz Department to further study the potential gentrification and displacement impacts of the

PrODOsed Prolect Based onSelfel's aoeer review of the 2020 Socioeconomic ReDort concludes that its

key findin 4s are thorouOly documented and reflect the socioeconomic analysis

However several recent reports prepared by the

City of San Francisco including the Housing Element 2022 Update and recent academic research

provide a different perspective on these findings and peer review indicates that supplemental

research and analysis should be performed to address the findings by the Board of Supervisors That

supplemental analysis has been prepared and is presented in this memorandum

As indicated in research reviewed for this memorandum displacement and gentrification are the result of

a cornplex set of social economic and market forces at both the local and rezional scale and

displacement can occur with or without lentrification The lack of new housin development over the

past three decades coupled with strong economic and job growth in the Bay Area including

San Francisco has intensified housing demand which has led to increases in home prices and rents

These changes have contributed to gentrification and intensified displacement pressures throughout the

region and in the City

Researchers planners and policy makers use different definitions to describe and measure gentrification

and displacement as well as to categorize the various types of displacement that jnqyQgThe research

indicates that gentrifica ion may happen without displacement and displacement may happen without

gentrification It also indicates that the process of gentrification can have both negative and positive

impacts on residents businesses and community orZanizations

The California Environmental Quality Act CEQA guidelines section 15382 states An economic or

social change by itself shall not be considered a significant effect on the environment A social or

economic change related to a physical change may be considered in determining whether the physical

change is significant This analysis evaluates the potential for gentrification and displacement to occur

from the Proposed Project including any potential impacts relating to 2tl historicql resources and

districts with respect to potential cultural displacement associated with the SoMa Pilipinas Filipino

Cultural Heritage District

44Tlic analysis pres nts a broad variety of anti displacement strategies that are being

implemented in the SoMa and Tenderloin neighborhoods

surrounding the Proposed Project referred to as the Surrounding Area
These anti-displacement strategies include the protection of about three-quarters o

residential units in the Surrounding Area affordable housing or

subject to rent control as well as the planned production of about 2700 units of affordable housing in the

Surrounding Area including the 73 inclusionary units provided byin the Proposed Project and the 27-40

additional affordable units that the Proposed Project would help fund as further described in the analysis

below

In summary this memorandumpresents the following findings

Gentrification is a broad pattern of neighborhood change typically characterized by increases in the

number of hiAer income households and increases in home values and or rents over an extended

period of time for example ten years or more

reas surrounding the Proposed Project have experienced earlyongoing gentrification or

advanced gentrification according to the Urban Displacement Project UDP his is

considered an existing condition according to CEQA
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While the Proposed Project would likely increase the

number of upper income households in the Surroundin Area

the distribution of renter households by income level

would not chan 4e sinificantly and the proportion of above moderate income households with

incomes of 150 000 or more in the Surrounding Area would be significantly less than the City as

a whole In addition the planned pipeline of affordable housing in the Surrounding Area coupled

with the residential anti-displacement strategies would address both gentrification and

displacement pressures as further described below

Physical direct displacement occurs as the result of eviction acquisition rehabilitation o

demolition of a property or the expiration of covenants on rent or income-restricted housing

No direct physical displacement would occur from the Proposed Project as it is curreIa
parking lot without any buildings that house residents or culturally significant institutions

community organizations or businesses

Economic indirect displacement occurs when residents businesses or orzanizations can no longe

afford escalating rents or property taxes and must move out Residential displacement is a subset of

economic displacement that occurs when residents can no longer afford to stay in their homes or are

forced to move because of conditions beyond their control

While economic displacement has likely occurred historically within the Surrounding Area of the

Proposed Project these changing conditions are not directly attributable to the Proposed Projec

itself and are considered an existiriLl condition accordinL to the CEOA

Haeof d in UP

While the Planning Department had previously determined that substantial evidence did not

establish a correlation between market rate housing development and the rate of involuntar

displacement UDP's March 2022 Policy Brief I studies how new market rate howin
production affects residential displacement in the Bay Area and finds that new market-rate

housing production may increase displacement for lower income people under certain

circumstances

UDP's research indicates that new market-rate housing production Slightly increases

displacement for lower income people but the increase in rates of displacement involuntaEY

moves for very low to moderate-socio-economic groups are not as high as commonly believed

0 5 percent to 2 percent above normal rates

while stating that more

research is needed to understand these effects in different contexts and over the lon4 terin

Based on applying the research methodology described in Policy Brief 1 the projected range o

residential displacement impacts from the market rate units in the Proposed Project are 10 to 41

households and this rane of displacement impacts could be addressed by one mid-size

apartment building with entirely affordable or subsidized units

Given the residential anti-displacement strategies of the Proposed Project and those being

implemented in the Surrounding Area by the City that will produce 2700 affordable housing

units residential disDiacement from the Prooosed Proiect will be larLlelv addressed However it

Oct 0-34
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cannot be concluded with certainty that a particular household or households would or would not

be displaced as a result of the Proposed Project

Exclusion or exclusionary displacement occurs when a lower Mcome household cannot afford to

move in to an area given the cost of housing relative to their household income which typically is the

result of rising rents andor home prices that contribute to the area becoming exclusive

Based on a-An analysis of historical CoStar data on market rate rents in the Surrounding Area

average rents for market rate units in the Surrounding Area are more affordable and have

increased at a slower pace than inflation over the past two decades These market conditions

coupled with the relatively high vacancy rate of 7 1 compared to historical vacancies indicates

that the Surrounding Area is not experiencing a rapid rise in market rents

While market rents are more affordable in the Surroundin Area the average market rent in the

Surrounding Area is currently affordable to moderate income households and not lower income

households which indicates some level of exclusion his is true for man

neighborhoods across San Francisco and in the Bay Area

The Proposed Project v44would include 73 onsite inclusionary units that w4would4 be affordable

to very low low and FaodeFate ineomelow low and modcrate-incomc households and 422

market rate units that v 44would likely have market rents that are affordable to above moderate

income households

While the market rate units will contribute to exclusion the residential anti disp lacern ent

strategies of the Proposed Project and those bein implemented in the Surrounding Area by the

City

Cultural displacement occurs when there is a loss of historically and culturally significant Insfitutions

organizations and businesses associated with a particular race ethnicity or other culturally significant

group which can be accompanied by residential displacement

A review of academic research indicates that research studies use different definitions and

methodologies to measure cultural displacement and comparatively few research studies have

been done to measure cultural displacement impacts compared with research

that has been conducted to analyze and measure residential displacement impacts

For these reasons it is not possible to quantify or know if proposed project result in

cultural displacement Therefore potential cultural displacement impacts are analyzed by a

evaluation of cultural assets that are

potential protection from displacement

and their

All of the community landmarks and almost all of the non pLofit

organizations that are non residential are located on property that is pubjicly

owned or on property that is owned or ground leased to a non profit for non profit use or for

affordable housing
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Two of the businesses

are located in Bayanihan House which is owned by the local non profit

TODCO
Most of the businesses do not

appear to have been in the ne4-lhborhood for more than a decade and none appear to be listed as a

legacy business This indicates that business turnover has likely occurred historically

and will likely continue to occur whieh is not d
ELfta 09

All of the residential cultural assets

buildings with a significant Filipino population are either located in affordable

housing developments or in residential buildings subject to rent control that provide protections to

existing tenants

Given the residential and cultural anti-displacement strategies of the Proposed Project and those

being implemented in the Surrounding Area by the City cultural displacement from the Proposed

Project will be largely addressed

Residential displacement impacts can be addressed by residential anti-displacement strategies focused

on housing production and preservation nei6borhood stabilization and tenant protection strategies

Rcsidcntial displaccmcnt stratcgics providcd by the Proposed Project and the city are dcscribed

below

Housing Production Strategies The Proposed Project would incorporate both required and

voluntary housing production strategies including the required provision of 73 onsite affordable

units required payment of 8 million in housing fees that could potentially support between 27
40 units of additional affordable housinfZ units in the Surroundin z Area voluntaLy donation of

property in the vicinity of the Proposed Project at 59 6th Street for community benefit use that

could include affordable housing and voluntary efforts to negotiate a lease for an urban rest and

sleep center Helen Hotel at 166 Turk Street Numerous developments in the Surroundin z Area are

in the City's development pipeline which w4II-include about 1500 affordable housing units in

100 affordable housing developments and about 1200 inclusionary units including the

Proposed Project if built which will greatly exceed what is recommended in the UDP study

Housing Preservation Strategies The City has implemented a broad rane of preservation

strategies includin preservation of federally subsidized housing no-net-loss one-for-one

replacement strategies Single Room Occupancy SRO residential hotel rent and conversion

controls property rehabilitation and preservation programs such as the PASS proffam

including buildings with high proportion of Filipino tenants and facilitated land

banking community control

Tenant Protection and Housinj Stabilization Stratetjes In addition to the housing

preservation strategies described above the City has funded and facilitated pttgtfttftttenant

protection and housing stabilization strategies including tenant rental assistance to lower income

households rent stabilization and control tenant counseling and right to legal counsel the Code

Enforcement Outreach Program CEOP and SRO Collaborative Program tenant right to

purchase foreclosure assistance and other homeowner assistance programs

Cultural displacement impacts can be fl 4iaddrcsscd by undertaking strate zies that are designe

to stabilize communities preserve arts and culture support local businesses and enhance the local

workforce Cultural displacement strategies provided by the Proposed project and the city are

described below

The Proposed Project would include both required and voluntary cultural anti disp lacernent

strategies focused on arts and culture protection business retention and stabilization and
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workforce development and education in the Surroundin Area These include the require

provision of public art which ik4wouldl incorporate public art and public realm projects that

recognize the Filipino community's history culture and contributions and first source hiring

programs as well as the voluntaEy provision of about 4000 square feet of retail space at below

market rents to community-serving retail and community spaces accompanied by donated skilled

labor services to improve the space for occupancy as well as programs to support local

community organizations and promote local hiring and workforce development

Community Arts and Cultural Stabilization The City has implemented a variety of strategies

to achieve community arts and cultural stabilization including the Cultural District initiative

historic resource and landmark designations Community Investment Program Nonprofit

Sustainability Initiative Community Cornerstones which includes grants for property acquisition

and lease stabilization health and social services for vulnerable populations including programs
for Filipino children and youth provision of public and civic art as well as improvement of the

public realm and the citywide Public Space Initiative

Community Business and Workforce Stabilization The City has iml2lemented a variety o

policies programs actions and strategies to achieve this including the Cultural District initiative

LeYacy Business Pro4ram4 other programs and initiatives by the Office of Economic and

Workforce Development OEWD and its Office of Small Business programs to sustain local

businesses and commercial corridors such as Invest in Neighborhoods and SoMa West

Community Benefit District CBD which is the largest of the City's CBDs and surrounds the

Proposed Project Many workforce programs are also bein4 implemented in the Surrounding Are

including the City's first source hiring prozrain and the Sixth Street employment program

Collectively these residential and cultural displacement strate zies would address the potential

displacement impacts of the Proposed Project

ApproaGh to Analysisintroduction Definitions and

Memorandum Organization

1 Introduction

Socioeconomic effects are not routinely included in Environmental Impact Reports EIRs prepared for

projects pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act CEQA Generally speaking CEQA does

not require an analysis of socioeconomic issues or conditions such as displacement gentrification

environmental Justice or effects on community character CEQA guidelines section 15 3 82 states An
economic or social change by itself shall not be considered a significant effect on the environment A
social or economic change related to a physical change may be considered in determining whether the

physical change is significant

The purpose of this444 memorandum is to addresses the following topics raised in the above-noted

findings by the Board of Supervisors

Potential for the roposed roject to result in gentrification and displacement of local residentsdd

any potential physieal impacts r-estilting f om the PFoposed PfojeC4

Potential for the roposed roject to result iii impaets iviating to adjaeent hiStOFieal FeSOHFOes an

di-444 i with r-espeet to patential cultural displacement impacts

4 As indicated earlicr none of the Filipino businesscs idcntificd as cultural asscts appear to be listcd on the City's Leiacy

Busincss websitc which would align with the City's Cultural District goals to support legacy busincsscs and servc as a cultural

anti di sp lacement strate 4y for ton standing Filipino bUsinesses
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The Plannin

I

if any

DcDartmcnt will use the findinLs of this anaIvsIs to evaluate whether the DroDoscd DroicctY

could result in potential physical impacts stemming from any identified gentrification and displacement

iinpacts Should significant physical inipacts be identified the EIR will ideiitif p otentially feasible

mitigation measures and alternatives to address j Msignificant physical impacts in those impact areas 4

apflieable

2 Definitions of Gentrification and Displacement

Researchers planners and policy makers use different definitions to describe and measure entrification

and displacement and gentf4fieff4e 1 as well as to cate lorize the various types of displacement that nLay

occur As indicated by the Urban Displacement Project UDP and other researchers displacement takes

many different forms-direct and indirect physical or economic and exclusionaEy-and may result froin

either investment or disinvestment For purposes-of this memorandum the definitions presented in

Exhibit 13 1 below are used to describe the different types of displacement and gentrification that are

analyzed in this memorandum which are based on a review of research prepared by the UDP and other

researchers and as determined by the Planning Department Please refer to Appendix A Glossary o

Terms for further information regarding these definitions and other terms used in this memorandum
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Exhibit B-1

Key Terms Regarding Displacement and Gentrification for This AnalVsis

Gentrification Broad pattern of neighborhood change typically characterized by increases in the

number of higher income households and increases in home values and or rents

over an extended period of time for example ten years or more

Gentrification results from both flows of capital and people The extent to which

gentrification is linked to racial transition and other socioeconomic indicators

differs across neighborhood contexts

Displacement Displacement refers to the involuntarV movement or relocation of residents or

businesses and organizations of cultural importance from their current location

Various types of displacement may occur and the following terms are used to

define them

Physical direct Displacement resulting from eviction acquisition rehabilitation or demolition of a

Displacement propertV or the expiration of covenants on rent or income-restricted housing

Economic indirect Displacement that occurs when residents businesses or organizations can no

displacement longer afford escalating rents or property taxes and must move out

Exclusion or exclusionarV Exclusion or displacement that occurs when a lower income household cannot

displacement afford to move in to an area given the cost of housing relative to their household

income which tVpicalIV is the result of rising rents and or home prices that

contribute to the area becoming exclusive

Residential displacement Displacement that occurs when residents can no longer afford to stay in their

homes or are forced to move because of conditions beyond their control

Cultural displacemen Displacement that occurs when there is a loss of historicalIV and culturalIV

significant institutions organizations and businesses associated with a particular

race ethnicitV or other culturalIV significant group which can be accompanied bV

residential displacement

Anti-displacement The collection of policies programs strategies components actions and laws

strategies that are focused on counteracting displacement pressures Residential anti

displacement strategies address potential impacts on residents while cultur9l

anti-displacement strategies address impacts on businesses and organizations

that are critical to a community's culture

Please refer to Appendix A Glossary of Terms for further information regarding these definitions and other terms used in this memorandum

Source Urban Displacement Project and San Francisco Planning Department
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Memorandum Organization

This memorandum begins with a summary of key findings It then describes the Proposed Project and the

supplemental analysis that was performed fef eaeh of the topies Elesefibed above The memorandum ends

with a summary conclusion The memorandum is organized into the l'ollowilig sections and also includes

several appendices which are integral to the analysis and arc also listcd below is oFganized into the

f0104A'jHg S_t_4i644

A Summary of Key Findings

B Memorandum Or4anization

C Description of Proposed Project and Surrounding Areas summarizes the Proposed Project at 469

Stevenson Street that is being proposed by Build Inc the Project Sponsor

D Peer Review of 2020 Socioeconomic Report summarizes and peer reviews the September 2020

analysis that was prepared for the Proposed Project by ALH Urban Regional Economics 2020
Socioeconomic Report to evaluate the potential socioeconomic impacts on residential

gentrification and displacement as they relate to potential physical changes in the environment

E Review of Supplemental Research and City Reports summarizes relevant findings from

additional research and reports regarding potential displacement and gentrification impacts in

urban neighborhoods that were not addressed in the 2020 Socioeconomic Report with a

particular focus on those that apply to the City of San Francisco and publications from 2020

onward

F Neighborhood Conditions summarizes lmteeeat feqat 4-neighborhood conditions from recent

reports that are relevant to the analysis of displacement and are supplemental to the 2020

Socioeconomic Report with a focus on the areas surrounding the Proposed Project

G Evaluation of Potential Gentrification and Residential Displacement Impacts from Proposed

Project evaluates potential gentrification and residential displacement impacts from the

Proposed Project to address the Board of Supervisor-s findin 14S reversing the Planning

Commission's certification of the final FIR

H Evaluation of Potential Cultural Displacement Impacts from Proposed Project evaluates

potential cultural displacement impacts from the Proposed Project to address the Board of

SuDervisor s findinus reversinu the PlanninL Cominission's certification of the final EIR

1 Conclusion

Appendices

Appendix A Glossary of Terms

Appendix B Supplemental Research Literature Summary

Appendix C Research Bibliography

Appendix D Residential and Cultural Anti-Displacement Measures

Appendix E Residential Development Pipeline in One Mile Radius

Appendix F Qualifications of Seifel Consulting Inc Forthcoming
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Description of Proposed Project and Surrounding Areas

The Project Sponsor Build Inc is proposing to build the Proposed Project on a 28790 square foot

surface parking lot located at 469 Stevenson Street in the South of Market SoMa or SOMA area of the

City mid-block between 5th and 6th Streets and one block south of Market Street The site has no

existing buildings and consists of paved parking surrounded by a chain link fence

The Proposed Project consists of a 27-story mixed income residential tower with 495 apartment units

including 73 units that would be leased at below market rate BMR rents to very low low and moderate

income households The ground floor would include approximately 4000 square feet of commercial retail

space The sponsor has entered into an agreement with the community that the space would be designated

for community serving retail or services that would be leased at below market rate BMR rents to local

businesses and organizations 5

1 Development Program for Proposed Project and Project Alternatives

The recirculated Draft EIR will describes a reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives to the

Proposed Project that could attain most of the basic project objectives while reducing the significant

impacts that would be caused by the proposed project The key characteristics and the development

program for the Proposed Project and the three Project Alternatives that will be considered in the

recirculated Draft EIR are summarized below in Table 1 The analysis presented in this memorandum is

solely focused on analyzing the Proposed Project The Proposed Project includes both required and

voluntary components as described in the next sections As further described in this memorandum the

Proposed Project would include onsite affordable housing payments and other contributions to provide

affordable housing and address homelessness and other community benefits that serve as anti

displacement strategies

Table C-1

Development Program for Proposed Project and Project Alternatives

469 Stevenson Street San Francisco California

roject Alternatives

Alternative C
Proposed Alternative A Alternative B No Residential

Project No Project Code Compliant Parking Tower

Number of Stories 27 NA 17 28

Residential

Apartment Units 495 NA 346 467

Market Rate Units 422 NA 280 398

Inclusionary Affordable Units 73 NA 66 69

Average Unit Size NSF 732 NSF NA 621 NSF 753 NSF

Ground Floor Commercial

Community Retail and Community Space 4000 GSF NA 6000 GSF 4000 GSF

Parking I Below Grade Structure

Below Grade Levels 3 NA 2 1

Total Parking Spaces 178 176 156 5

Bicycle Parking

Total Bicycle Spaces 227 NA 215 218

Mid-Market Coalition Letter of'Supportfor the Proposed 469 Stevenson Street Project October 20 202 1
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Source 469 Stevenson Street Project Draft Environmental Impact Report March 11 2020 Project Sponsor

2 Required Components of the Proposed Project

As shown on Table 2 on the next page the Proposed Project would provide 422 market rate units and

73 affordable BMR units within the proposed development that would be affordable to very low low and

moderate income households as well as payments toward affordable housing architecture and public art

and first source job opportunities for economically disadvantaged individuals The following features are

the required components of the Proposed Project based on City code requirements

0 Provision of Onsite Housing 422 market rate units and 73 affordable BMR housing units which

will be subject to a regulatory covenant that governs their affordability to very low low and moderate

income households at the fallowing ineeme leN ased on percentage of unadjusted area median

income AMI I

0 Payment of In-Lieu Affordable Housing Fees

Public Art and Public Realm Projects The Project Sponsor is required to dedicate and spend one

percent of the construction cost of the Project on public art i e the I for-art program or Public

Art Fee To fulfill this requirement the Project Sponsor would provide 250 000 to support public

art and public realm projects at 469 Stevenson that recognize the Filipino community's history

culture and contributions in addition to enhance and enliven urban spaces and places

First Source Hiring Provision of employment opportunities for economically disadvantaged

individuals during construction and operations I I

I Voluntary Components of the Proposed Project

The voluntary components are features of the Proposed Project that the Project Sponsor has agreed to

provide through agreements with private parties including the T4Topo5ed-Pfojeet
include volttntaFy copaponents that aFe being pFoposed by the Pmjeet SponseFwliieli aFe Feflected in a

Community Benefits Agreement CBA developed in collaboration with the Mid-Market Coalition I and7

a Project Labor Agreement PLA with the Building and Construction Trades Council apd-o ced_Wo
provide as indicated in correspondence accoFding to an emailletteF submitted by the PFojeet SponsoF to

with the Planning Depairtment 12AII voluntary components would be funded by the Project Sponsor unless

otherwise noted The voluntary components are

6
httLis sfmohcd or4sites def iult files DoCLIments MOH Asset Mana zeiuent 2022 AMI-Incomel-iinits pd

https codelibrary aiiiies alcomcodes san franc iscolatestsf admin 0-0-0-20483

Mid-Market Coalition Letter of Suvoort fin the Provosed 469 Stevenson Street Proiect October 20 2021

12
Vettel Steven Counsel for Project Sponsor email correspondence with the San Francisco Planning Department June 29
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Use of In-Lieu Affordable Housing Fees Potential use of the rerediln-lieu affordable housing

fees that are described above to help fund a new 100 affordable housing senior development at

967 Mission Street Assessor's Block 3725 Lot 086 near to the Proposed Project
I

Land Donation for Community Benefit Use Donation of property at 59 6th Street Assessor's

Block 3704 Lot 049 for a community benefit use such as affordable housing open space and

recreation or a community facility

13
In a Ictter from MOHCD to the Plannin Dcpartmcnt May 25 202 1 the dircctor ol'MOHCD confirmcd a conunitmcnt to

allocatim aflordablc housin fccs cratcd by the proposed proicct to affordablc hOLSin invcstnacnts in the South ol'Markct

nci jhborhood
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Table C-2

Proposed Promect Provision of Housing including Affordable Housing and Community Benefits

469 Stevenson Street San Francisco California

Category I Description Sources

Required Components of Proposed Project

On-Site Housing including Affordable Units

Market Rate Apartments 422 units Provision of 422 market rate apartment units which will address housing need for above

moderate income households

Affordable Apartments 73 units Provision of 73 on-site inclusionary affordable apartments which will address housing

need for very low low and moderate income households

Very Low Income 50 AMI 45 units

Low Income 80 AMI 14 units

Moderate Income 110 AMI 14 units

Payment of In-Lieu Affordable Housing Fees 8000 000 with MOHCD intention to direct funding toward affordable housing in SoMa
12

Public Art and Public Realm Projects As
part

of 1for-art program contribute 250 000 to support on-site public aft and
public

realm projects that recognize the Filipino community's history culture and contributions I

First Source Hiring Provision of employment opportunities for economically disadvantaged individuals during

construction and operations
I

Voluntary Components of Proposed Project

Use of In-Lieu Affordable Housing Fees Potential use of the required in-lieu affordable housing fees described above to help fund a

new 100 affordable housing senior development at 967 Mission Street
3

Land Donation for Community Benefit Use Donation of property at 59 6th Street for community benefit use such as affordable

housing open space and recreation or a community facility
3

Assistance for Persons at Risk of Efforts to negotiate lease with owner of Helen Hotel at 166 Turk Street for lease of their

Homelessness ground floor space for urban rest and sleep center'to assist persons at risk of 3

homelessness

Community Serving Spaces Designation of two ground floor spaces of about 4 000 square feet at below market rent for

community-serving retail and community spaces to provide community programs and
3

promote community-serving local businesses

Tenant Improvements at Community Serving Donation by the Building and Construction Trades Council of skilled labor for the

S paces construction of the tenant improvements for community serving non-profits
5

Community Programming Fund Donation 578 700 to benefit resident-led projects and organizations in SOMA and Tenderloin and

help fund programs to promote community public safety sanitation and resident wellness 3

Local Employment Programs Employment programs for local residents of SOMA and Tenderloin residing in 94103 and

94102 zip codes in conjunction with OEWD 6th Street Employment Program 3

Project Labor Agreement Agreement with Building and Construction Trades Council that construction of the building

shall be subject to a Project Labor Agreement
5

Impact Assessment Funding for an independent impact assessment study to evaluate the extent of the

construction impact including impact to social equity livelihoods health and the general
3

SOMA population which will help inform current and future community programming

Mint Plaza Maintenance In-kind contribution valued at 50 000 year by the Project's on-site maintenance and

administration staff's labor to help maintain Mint Plaza which will begin upon the hiring of 4

these staff members and no later than final certificate of occupancy

Note Area Median Income AMI In 2022 the Unad'usted San Francisco AMI is 110 850 for a two person household at 100 AML

Sources

L effel Steven Counsel for Project Sponsor email correspondence with the San Francisco Planning Department June 29 2022

2 Mayor's Office of Housing and CommunitV Development Letter to Director of San Francisco Planning Department MaV 25 2021

3 Mid-Market Coalition Letter of Support for the Proposed 469 Stevenson Street Pro ect October 20 2021

4 469 Stevenson Property Owner LLC 469 Stevenson SF Planning Case 2017-014833PRJ Contribution for Maintenance and Repai

of Mint Plaza July 29 2021

LVettel Steven Counsel for Project Sponsor email correspondence with the San Francisco Planning Department June 29 2022
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Assistance for Persons at Risk of Homelessness Efforts to negotiate a lease with the owner of the

Helen Hotel at 166 Turk Street Assessor's Block 0339 Lot 009 for lease of its ground floor space
for an urban rest and sleep center

Community Serving Spaces Designation of two ground floor spaces of about 4000 square feet at

the project site provided at below market rent for community-serving retail or services that will

provide community programs and promote community-serving local businesses that would otherwise

not have access to retail spaces in SOMA

Tenant Improvements at Community Serving Spaces Donation by the Building and Construction

Trades Council of skilled labor for the construction of the tenant improvements for community

serving non-profits

Community Programming Fund Donation Donation of 578 700 to a Community Programming
Fund that would benefit resident-led projects and organizations in SoMa and Tenderloin and help

fund programs to promote community public safety sanitation and resident wellness

Local Employment Programs Employment programs for local residents of SOMA and Tenderloin

residing in 94103 and 94102 zip codes in conjunction with the Office of Economic and Workforce

Development OEWD 6th Street Employment Program

Project Labor Agreement Agreement with Building and Construction Trades Council that

construction of the building shall be subject to a Project Labor Agreement

Impact Assessment Funding fo an independent impact assessmentstudy to evaluate the extent of

the construction impact including impact to social equity livelihoods health and the general SOMA
population which will help inform current and future community programming

Mint Plaza Maintenance In-kind contribution valued at 50000year of the Project's on-site

maintenance and administration staff s labor to help maintain Mint Plaza Maintenance will begin

upon the hiring of these staff members and no later than final certificate of occupancy

4 Description of Areas Surrounding the Proposed Project

The Proposed Project is located one-half block south of Market Street within the South of Market SoMa
or SOMA neighborhood in the mid-block of Stevenson Street between 5th Street and 6th Street also

known as Fifth Street and Sixth Street The area of SoMa immediately surrounding the Proposed Project

site is generally comprised of buildings between I and 7 stories tall that have commercial residential

hotel single room occupancy SRO residential andor industrial uses and other surface parking areas

Mint Plaza is located to the northeast of the site which is a public open space adjacent to the historic San

Francisco Mint building and across the street from the San Francisco Center

The Tenderloin neighborhood is located immediately to the north of Market Street from the Propose

Project and has a similar mix of land uses The northern portion of Sixth Street in SoMa and the

Tenderloin neighborhood have a srsubstantlal concentration of the Citys SRO residential

buildin S

Surrounding Area

The City of San Francisco and the Plannin l Department uses Analysis Ne4l liborhood 1eographies that

are correlated with US Census tract boundaries to study and report on housing and socioeconomic

characteristics of the City's ne4lyhborhoods 11 FJ4ure I shows the boundaries of the Analysis

NeiL3hborhoods in the Citv As described above the PrODosed Prolect is located within the SoMa

14
https data sfovorGeo 4ral2liic-Locations-and-Boundaries Analysis-Nei4hborhoods Li5b7-5n3h
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neihborhood and about a half block south of Market Street from the Tenderloin neihborhood so these

two neighborhoods surround it

For this analysis the SoMa and Tenderloin neighborhoods are collectively referred to as the Surrounding

Area which consists of the census tracts15 within the South of Market and Tenderloin Analysis

Neighborhoods

The Surrounding Area is the Primary geography used to analyze neighborhood conditions and the

socioeconomic characteristics of residents who live in the areas surrounding the Proposed Project

The portion of Sixth Street that has numerous residential SROs buildings is located M the northern

area of the South of Market Analysis Neighborhood

Th e of the City's cultural heritaze districts

SOMA Pilipinas Filipino Cultural Heritage District SOMA Pilipinas CHD which is largely

coterminous with the South of Market Analysis Neighborhood

LEATHER LGBTQ Cultural District which is located in the South of Market Analysis

Neighborhood

Transgender Cultural District-which is located in the Tenderloin neighborhood

b One Mile Radius

As analyzed in the previously circulated Draft EIR a significant amount of development has occurred and

is planned in the development pipeline within a one mile radius area around the Proposed Project This

geography referred to as the One Mile Radius includes the following neighborhoods in addition to

SoMa and Tenderloin Western Addition Japantown Hayes Valley Mission Mission Bay Chinatown
Nob Hill and Financial DistrictSouth Beach and the census tracts within them

0 The One Mile Radius is the primary geography used to analyze the development of market rate and

affordable housing located within one mile of the Proposed Project and is also used to describe

housing market conditions in these eastern areas of San Francisco Figure I shows an overlay of the

Analysis Nei17hborhoods within the One Mile Radius area

c Census Tract and Block Group

The US Census uses specific geographies to collect and analyze demographic data across the United

States which are called census tracts blocks and block roups

According to the 2020 Census the Proposed Project is located in block group 2 of census tract

176 02

15

httl2s www census ovpro grams surveys acoaraphy ab Out O os sary htm 1

16
littps datasf 4ovor4Geozraphic-Locations-and-Boundai-ies Analysis-Nei zhborlioods p5b7-5n3h

17 For purposes of analyzim housim production and the development pipeline all of the census tracts within the one mile radius

are included in the analysis For purposes of performing socioeconomic anaMis census tracts that include 10 pcrcent or morc

of area within the one mile radius are included 14 9iii i9eses afanal Anf seeieeeof Rie and the population housiw and

hOLIsehold counts are adjusted by the percenta ze of area within the one mile radius The entire area in the census tracts and

related block 4roups in SoMa and Tenderloin 100 are located within the one mile radiLIS so socioeconomic data from these

census tracts is ful1v counted in the socioeconomic analysis of the one mile radius

18 Census Tracts are small relatively permanent statistical subdivisions of a county or statistically equivalent entity that can be

updated by local participants prior to each dcccnnial ccnsus as part of the Census Bureau's Participant Statistical Areas

Pro4ram PSAP Block Groups BGs arc statistical divisions of census tracts

https www census gov12ro4rams-SLirveys 4eographyabout zlossary litml
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For the prior 2000 and 2010 Census the Proposed Project was located in census tract 176 01 which

had a larger geographic area that ran further south along Market Street and was subdivided in the

2020 Census to include census tracts 176 02 176 03 and 176 04 given population growth in this

area over the past decade

Figure C-1 Planning to provide higher resolution map

Analysis Neighborhoods Located Within One Mile Radius of Proposed Project

469 Stevenson Street San Francisco California

Proldlo

Lalmawre J 0-WWWW
L mbre4inglesIdid

North

each

Mission Bay

Source San Francisco Planning Departments
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Peer Review of 2020 Socioeconomic Report

The 2020 Socioeconomic Report analyzes residential development patterns in San Francisco and within a

one mile radius of the 469 Stevenson Street Project to assess the amount of development occurring in the

area historically and presently in conjunction with the Proposed Project 19 The report also evaluates

historic and current San Francisco rents to provide perspective on the existing market in which the

proposed rental units will be developed Based on a review of research literature available at the time of

the analysis the report assesses whether market-rate rental units such as those included within the

Proposed Project would make rental housing less affordable for existing residents In summary the 2020

Socioeconomic Report presents the following socioeconomic analysis and review of research literature to

develop its conclusions

Socioeconomic Analysis

Identifies residential pipeline projects within a 10-mile radius of 469 Stevenson Street including the

Proposed Project and other residential projects that may have a cumulative impact

Reviews historical development trends in San Francisco and key surrounding areas

Presents historical trends in San Francisco's rental housing market

Review of Research Literature

Reviews eleven research publications on the relationship between housing production and housing

costs as well as the effect of market rate development on rents in the surrounding area 20

Reviews twelve research publications regarding potential gentrification and displacement from new

market-rate development 21

Presents representative case studies that explore the relationship between housing production and the

cost of market rate housing

As further described below while the conclusions of the 2020 Socioeconomic Report reflect this research

and analysis several recent reports prepared by the City of San Francisco includin z the Housin Element

2022 Update and recent academic research provide a different perspective on its conclusions and the

12eer review indicates that supplemental research and analysis should be performed to aument its

socioeconomic analysis in order to address the findings by the Board of Supervisors

1 Summary of Report Findings from the Socioeconomic Analysis

Based on the socioeconomic analysis and data presented in the 2020 Socioeconomic Report the report

concludes the following

The Proposed Project is being developed in a portion of the City historically characterized by the

greatest amount of residential development over the past two decades as well many other new

multifamily residential projects in the planning process

Apartment rents in San Francisco increased through 2019 but moderated and then sharply softened

since the onset of the Covid pandemic in 2020

19 Socioeconomic Effects of 469 Stevenson Street Market-Rate Development ALH Urban Regional Economics September

2020

20
Representative research studies are summarized in Appendix C of the 2020 Socioeconomic Report Housing Production

Impacts on Housing Costs Literature Overview

2 1

Representative research studies are summarized in Appendix D of the 2020 Socioeconomic Report Gentrification and

Displacement Literature Overview
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A high percentage of existing San Francisco apartment residents living in older units are insulated

from rental increases due to San Francisco's rent control provisions

No specific trends were identified for the City South of Market or Downtown suggesting that

housin2l production neither has an impact on increases in rent nor rent suppression

2 Summary of Report Findings from the Research Review and Case Studies

The review of research literature and the case studies generally coalesce around the following key take

aways which are consistent with the research and analysis presented in the 2020 Socioeconomic Report

Housing production does not result in increased costs of the existing housing base but rather helps

suppress increases in rents and home prices in existing buildings

Failure to increase housing stock to accommodate demand resulting from job growth and increasing

population will result in greater competition for existing housing with higher income households

outbidding lower income households and otherwise exerting upward price pressure on existing

housing

Both market-rate and affordable housing development help to suppress price appreciation and reduce

displacement

Based on research presented in two 2019 research studies that analyzed the localized impact of the

effects of development rents of existing apartment projects immediately near new market-rate

apartment development declined upon completion of the market-rate units in the surrounding area for

a duration of up to three years after completion of the new unitS22

Based on research regarding the causal relationship between gentrification and displacement experts

in the field generally appear to unite around the understanding that there is weak causation between

gentrification and displacement

Displacement can occur without gentrification and displacement is not inevitable with public policy

tools available to stabilize communities

In some instances studies suggest that existing low-income households in a gentrifying neighborhood

may benefit from gentrification because of neighborhood improvements perceived to be of value and

increased housing satisfaction

Finally some experts also conclude that the ability for residents to relocate or move i e mobility

rates are not distinguishable between neighborhoods experiencing gentrification and neighborhoods

not experiencing gentri ication

3 Summay of Report Conclusions

In summary the 2020 Socioeconomic Report concludes the following

Case study research in San Francisco as well as academic and related research suggests that market

rate housing production such as the 469 Stevenson Street Project is not likely to cause an increase in

rents in nearby housing units

Some research even suggests interim reductions in rents among nearby units These and other

literature findings suggest there is no evidence to support concern that new market-rate development

will cause gentrification or displacement

22 The 2020 Socioeconomic Report also indicates that research studies prior to 2019 suggest that further analysis on the

relationship between development affordability and displacement at the highly localized level is required to understand the

rate at which displacement occurs in very small localized areas The 2019 research studies reviewed are summarized in

numbers 10 and I I in Appendix C Housing Production Impacts on Housing Costs Literature Overview of the 2020

Socioeconomic Report
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Therefore the 2020 Socioeconomic Report concludes that the evidence indicates that development of

the Project is not likely to result in residential displacement and gentrification that will lead to

socioeconomic impacts warranting further review under CEQA

4 Fondono From Peer Review Findings

Based on a peer review of the 2020 Socioeconomic Report the key findings in the 2020 Socioeconomic

Report are thoroughly documented and reflect the socioeconomic analysis and the research that was

presented in the report While the 2020 Socioeconomic Report conclusions reflect the analysis and

research presented in the report several recent reports by the City of San Francisco including the

Housing Element 2022 Update and recent academic research provide a different perspective on these

conclusions as further discussed in this memorandum Furthermore while the 2020 Socioeconomic

Report includes socioeconomic analysis and findings with respect to residential displacement the report

does not address potential cultural displacement impacts other than as part of the literature review While
fl P14Ad 14P-4 41WR FRJRIA i4A thR O APJARP

RepoAln conclusion the peer review indicates that additional r-eseafeh lite-fatur-e and Fecent r-epofts by the

City of San FFaneiseo thatweFe Feviewed foF this memoFandttm and stipplemental analysis indicate that

these e one lusions supplemental research and analysis should be performed to aulment the 2020

Socioeconomic Report in order to address the findings by the Board of Supervisors
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Review of Supplemental Research and City Reports

Recent reports published by the City of San Francisco are relevant to the analysis of potential

displacement impacts from the Proposed Project which are supplemental to what was presented in the

2020 Socioeconomic Report This section begins with a summary of information from the following

reports prepared by the City regarding displacement pressures and risks that are occurring in areas within

San Francisco as well as the City's housing needs and potential strategies to address them

1 Community Stabilization initiative and accompanying reports 2020
2 Housing Affordability Strategies 2020
3 Jobs Housing Fit Report 2020 2021
4 Housing Element 2022 Update and accompanying reports 2022

Researchers have published numerous studies that analyze potential impacts from displacement and

gentrification in the City of San Francisco and other similarurban areas While many of these reports

were summarized in the 2020 Socioeconomic Report recent reports published by UDP and other

researchers indicate that areas with vulnerable populations like those surrounding the Proposed Project

are at risk of displacement although residential displacement impacts are much less than what many have

feared Furthermore residential anti-displacement strategies can sigfiifieant substantially reduce or

eliminate displacement impacts on residents

While more than 50 research studies were reviewed as part of this analysis almost all of the research

studies reviewed have studied residential displacement impacts while only a limited number of studies

have reviewed and measured cultural displacement impacts because most displacement research focuses

on impacts on residents who live in an area instead of displacement impacts on businesses non-profi

organizationsNP-O or other cultural institutions The research reviewed indicates that potential cultural

displacement impacts can be srsubstantially reduced through cultural anti-displacement

strate4ies and new market rate development may offer sorne pos'tive benefits to existing businesses and

organizations as well as residents

The last two sub-sections summarize research regarding gentrification and residential displacement as

well as cultural displacement

5 Summary of Supplemental Gentrification and Residential Displacement Research

6 Summary of Supplemental Cultural Displacement Research

Appendix B presents a summary of the key research literature referenced for this analysis and Appeadi i

Appendix C presents a bibliography of research reports that were reviewed for this analysis including all

of the reports cited in the 2020 Socioeconomic Report
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Community Stabilization Initiative

The City's Community Stabilization initiative is a multi-agency effort to assess the City's existing

portfolio of tools unify fragmented efforts into one comprehensive inventory and identify priorities for

the future The initiative seeks to mitigate the impacts of ongoing displacement and help vulnerable

populations thrive and contribute to the City's economy and culture The Community Stabilization Report
and the accompanying Policy and Program Inventory Report were prepared to inform the Community
Stabilization initiative 14

The Community Stabilization Report indicates that San Francisco is experiencing increasing income

inequality and a lack of affordable housing These realities are leading to a loss of the middle class and

displacement for many communities while the economy booms for others Tied to economic growth the

City's population has grown and housing stock has not kept pace with job growth pushing prices up for

a limited supply of housing units which intensifies displacement and gentrification pressures The

mismatch between the City's production of new housing units and job growth is also described and

documented in the Jobs-Housin 4 Fit 2020 Report which is summarized in Section E3

As summarized in the Community Stabilization Report researchers are undertaking extensive analysis

regarding the complex web of contributing factors that lead to residential and commercial displacement in

areas within a City region or nation While researchers recognize the many data and analytical challenges

that are involved in measuring displacement and determining its direct cause researchers report that one

or more of the following factors contribute to displacement in an area

Strong economy with many more jobs created than new housing units

Market imbalance between housing supply and demand

Rising cost of rent and home prices and significant gaps between what typical households can afford

to pay for housing

Growing income disparities

History of land use discrimination such as redlining and racial covenants 21

Close proximity to job centers and transit centers

Older and historic housing stock with relatively low values and rents

The Community Stabilization Report indicates that the City of San Francisco experienced significant

demographic changes between 1990 and 2015 particularly in neighborhoods where communities of color

live Some of the changes observed in these neighborhoods were not natural demographic shifts

23 A description of the Community Stabilization Initiative and related reports can be found here

httpssthIannin orcommunit v-stabilization-strate l y

2
This section presents excerpts and summaries from the Community Stabilization Report All of the research references in the

Community Stabilization Report were reviewed as part of the analysis presented in this memorandum

https default stbianiiing plans 12org and-programscon-imunity LIaiiningstabilizition-str itegy cs re ortpd

25 Redlining and racially restrictive covenants are defined in Appendix A Glossary of the Draft 3 Goals Objectives Policies and

Actions of the Housing Elcmcnt 2022 U12datc httpswww stliousini4elemcntor4draft-3 oais-obicctives-policies-and-actions

Redlmm4 is an explicitly discriminatory federal policy that color-coded Black and nearby nei4borhoods in red deeming them

hazardous to potential mort4aje lenders Racial1v restrictive covenants refer to clauses that were written in to property deeds

used by white property owners and subdivision developers to forbid the resale and sometin-ies rental Of SLICII property to non

whites particularly African Americans
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resulting from individual households choosing to move elsewhere but resulted from eviction large rent

increases or other reasons otherwise known as displacement

One of the key research studies referenced in the Community Stabilization Report was performed by the

Urban Displacement Project UDP and California Housln Preservation CHPC which analyzes

demographic changes that occurred in San Francisco's neighborhoods between 2000 and 2015 21 The

findings from this research afe f4thef desefibed in indicate that rising housing costs are leading to

resegregation in some of the City's neighborhoods and several of the census tracts in the Surrounding

Area of the Proposed Pro ect have experienced growth in low income households of color particularly

among Asian and African American Black households

San Francisco's increasing income inequality and housing and business costs have been linked to changes

in the city's socioeconomic composition and displacement of communities of color and the businesses

and organizations that serve them and low-income households Displacement can surface as residential

commercial or psychological and can be direct and indirect physical or economic and exclusionary 21

Vulnerable populations tend to be most at risk of displacement and renters are often considered to

experience greater risks than homeowners Vulnerable groups include people of color American Indian

or Alaskan Native Asian Black or African American Hispanic or Latin
I

Asian Native

Afnericati Atnefican 1ndiaft7 Native Hawaiian or otherad Pacific Islander people living with

disabilities lower income households people experiencing homelessness seniors youth immigrants

LGBTQ refugees linguistically isolated households small businesses veterans and nonprofit

organizations Persons and organizations from a44-many of these vulnerable groups are located in areas

surrounding the Proposed Project according to data provided by the Planning Department

Pressures from displacement cause vulnerable populations to move within San Francisco or leave the city

entirely Vulnerable residents may be pushed from their neighborhood into higher poverty lower

resourced neighborhoods Residential displacement of low income households to other lower income

neighborhoods intensifies poverty conditions creates new patterns of segregation and reduces access to

opportunities The movement into other housing may also increase the transportation and or housing cost

burden on the migrating household who moves out of their prior home especially if they move far away
from where they work or need services or if their prior housing was more affordable

In addition to residential displacement businesses non-profit organizations NPOs and service providers

are similarly struggling to stay in San Francisco Business closures and location changes have increased

significantly in the last 20 years Although commercial displacement is difficult to quantify a significant

number of commercial corridors have higher and longer periods of vacancy The high cost of opening and

operating a business higher rent speculation and online retail sales among other factors may lead to

empty storefronts and underutilized retail spaces throughout the City21

21 Urban Displaccment Projcct and CHPC Rising Housin Costs and Re-se-gregation of San Francisco 2018

https www ui-bandisplaceinent orgsitesdef iult files images sf final pdf

27 UC Berkeley and UCLA Zuk et al Gentrification Displacement and the Role of Public Investment A Literature Review

March 3 2015 httpswww frbsforgcoiiiinuliitv-developiiient publicatioiis worl ing-papers 2015 august gentrific ition

displac ement-role-of-pub lic investment

2 These racial and ethnic categories for people of color are used by the 2020 Census as required by the US Office of

Mana jeinent and Bud 4et OMB and generally reflect social definitions https www censtis gov proraiiis-surveys deceiinial

census decade 2020 planninmanazeinentreleasef tqs-race-ethnicity htmI

Historically race and ethnicity has been categorized and or defined differently in the US Census and in academic research For

example some publications will use the term Black others will use African American and some use both terms People o

color may self-identify in one or more of these racial and ethnic categories

29
https oewd orsitesdefaLlIt files Invest In Nei41iborhoods State of the Retail Sector Final Report pd
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In 2016 a survey of showed that those with at least one location in

San Francisco are more likely to be very concerned about the real estate market having a negative impact

on their futures The implications not only include losing their space but also

constituents who are often from vulnerable populations losing valuable services and gathering space

Non-profits in the survey with at least one location in San Francisco are more likely to have to decide

about relocation compared to in other Bay Area cities 10

Although not specifically defined in the Community Stabilization Report cultural displacement occurs

when there is as a decline in the number of businesses and or cultural organizations institutions who are

often associated with a particular race ethnicity or other marginalized

group The Community Stabilization Report and the accompanying Policy and Program Inventory report

discusses key considerations and City programs that would prevent cultural and residential displacement
31

The Poli
i

cy and Program Inventory report provides City agencies decision-makers and the public with

summaries of the City's existing policies and programs to prevent displacement which includes an

inventory of 22 policy and program summaries The Mayor's Office and City agencies identified key

priorities that were informed by input by City staff community organizations and the public which focus

on strengthening policies and programs that are currently underway and assessing potential programs and

policies for the future

These reports recommend priorities for future City actions to stabilize housing protect arts and culture

address displacement of vulnerable populations In summary these priorities include the following

residential and cultural anti-displacement strategies

Residential Anti-Displacement Strategies

Tenant Protection and Housing Stabilization

Housing Production

Housing Preservation

Cultural Anti-Displacement Strate Zies

Arts and Culture Protection including the Cultural Districts Initiative

Business Retention and Stabilization including commercial district planning and management

Workforce Development and Education

The policies and programs within each of these priorities which include many existing City policies and

programs that are being deployed in San Francisco are focused on stabilizing communities and

addressing potential residential and cultural displacement impacts These strategies build upon and are

consistent with anti-displacement policies and strategies that are presented by researchers such as UDP as

further described below

Housing Affordability Strategies

Along with the Community Stabilization initiative the City's Housing Affordability Strategies HAS
report examines how the City can improve housing affordability over the next 30 years particularly for

low and moderate-income households The purpose of the HAS is to help residents City staff and

30
httl2snc4 orLsitesdefaLiltfiles files news NCG NPO survey reportpdf

3 1

https default sfplanning orgplans-and-programs communitv-planning stabilization

strategv cs policv program inventorV draft0lpdf

32 https defaultsfplannini or4publications reportsHousin z Affordability Strate 4ies Report pdf
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policy makers understand how different policies and funding strategies work together to address

affordability and foster the City's diversity

Led by the Planning Department the HAS also incorporates input from other

City agencies including the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development MOHCD
San Francisco Office of Housing Delivery and the Office of Economic and Workforce Development

OEWD and was informed by feedback from the community advocates researchers and policy experts

The analysis and outreach conducted for the HAS has also informed the Housing Element 2022 Update
which is described below

The HAS report analyzes residential development feasibility City policies and public investments

needed to achieve the City's housing targets created through both Mayoral and voter action to build

5000 new housing units per year at least one third of which should be permanently affordable at low and

moderate incomes In addition the HAS analyzed programs to preserve affordable housing and to protect

and stabilize residents

As indicated in the HAS report the Mayor's Office and City agencies identified key priorities that were

informed by input by City staff community organizations and the public which focus on strengthening

policies and programs that are currently underway and assessing potential programs and policies for the

future Four overarching strategies represent a comprehensive approach to improving housing

affordability over the next 30 years and complement the residential anti-displacement policies in the

Community Stabilization Initiative

Affordable Housing Strategies and Residential Anti-Displacement Strategies

Increase housing development potential with a focus on equitable development

Streamline approvals and permitting and reduce construction costs

Expand and sustain funding to produce and preserve affordable housing

Protect vulnerable residents and stabilize and preserve existing affordable housing

The strategies presented in the HAS are informing the Housing Element 2022 Update policies and actions

and are consistent with residential anti-displacement strategies presented in relevant research as further

described below
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Jobs-Housing Fit Report 2020

The Jobs-Housing Fit Report 2020 was prepared by the Planning Department in 2021 to analyze the fit

between the housing needed by workers of new jobs located in San Francisco and housing produced in

San Francisco by affordability and to identify the need for housing based on job growth The analysis

revealed the following key points and indicated a significant unmet housing need in San Francisco 14

Historical Deficit The exceptional job growth of the historical period 2009-2019 following the

Great Recession created an overall housing deficit of 124250 units 8 1 of total housing unit need

and an affordable unit deficit of 53 500 87 of affordable unit need This deficit may be an

overestimate because some job growth was filled by existing residents or by new residents who found

housing in vacant units neither needing new housing

Future Balance Anticipated future development from 2020-2040 will meet and exceed overall

housing need by 18500 units 35 and have a substantially smaller affordable housing deficit at

3000 units 14
Overall Deficit Yet the better performance expected of the growth period will not reverse the

historical deficits yielding a period total 2009-2040 deficit of 106 000 units 5 1 and affordable

deficit of 56500 units 68 Meeting this need would require increasing San Francisco's housing

production many times greater than its historical production capacity 2950 units per year 765

affordable

As of 2019 prior to construction of the Proposed Project the City is reported to have a housing deficit

exceeding 124 000 units which includes a significant affordable housing deficit The City's historical

deficit of both market rate and affordable housing is contributing to displacement pressures as indicated in

the Community Stabilization Report Therefore the City needs to produce significant amounts of new

market rate and affordable housin 4 in the future as also indicated in the Housing Element 2022 Update

Housing Element 2022 Update

The Housing Element 2022 Update is San Francisco's housing plan for the next 8 years 2022-2030
which will include policies and programs that express the City's collective vision and values for the future

of housing in San Francisco Draft 3 of the Housing Element 2022 Update was released in March 2022

which includes a series of draft reports that assess the City's housing needs and present various City

goals objectives policies and actions to address these housing needs and potential priorities for decision

rnakin z and resource allocation for housin z programs developinent and services One of these reports is

the Draft Housing Needs Assessment and Assessment of Fair Housing Report Draft Housing Needs

Report which includes detailed data and analysis regarding the City's housing needs 11

The Draft Housing Needs Report describes the Regional Housing Needs Assessment RHNA
methodology that was used to establish San Francisco's RHNA for the 2023-2031 period which is 82 067

33 The Jobs-Housing Fit 2020 Report was prepared pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section I OE41 b4 and

relcascd in November 202 1
httpssfplanning orsitesdef iult files resources 2021 11 Jobs-HOLIsing Fit Report 2020 pdf

34
This echoes the findinizs in the Community Stabilization Report and Housini Element 2022 that historical production of

housing has not kept pace with iob growth in the Citv and Bay Area region which has intensified displacement pressures

35
This section of this ii-ieniorandum presents excerpts and sun-irnaries frorn the Housing Element 2022 Update website and the

Draft Housing Needs Assessment and Assessment of Fair Housing Report March 2022 related to this update

httpswww sfhousin element or'll

3
https www sfhousiii elemeiitordraft-liotisin needs-assessinent-and-assessiiient-f iir-housill T
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units or 10248 units per year with a distribution by income group that is very similar to the region The

RHNA for 2023-2031 is approximately three times the prior RHNA requirement for the 2015-2022

period 31

While the bulk of the RHNA increase is attributable to the overall increase in the total RHNA for the Bay

Area which takes into consideration historical deficits in housing production statewide the RHNA
increase is also attributable to higher forecasted growth in San Francisco as well as relatively high scores

for job proximity and access to higher opportunity areas compared to the region

The higher RHNA for the 2023-2031 period means that San Francisco will need to do more to produce

and preserve housing across all income groups The annual target is twice the highest year of the City's

housing production in the last forty years so a variety of strategies will be needed to achieve RHNA
targets The policies and actions of the draft Housing Element update and accompanying sites inventory

and constraints analysis describe how the City can do more to meet the RHNA housing needs and address

racial and social equity

The Draft Housing Needs Report also analyzes the socioeconomic characteristics and housing needs o

people who live in San Francisco including those who live near the Proposed Project and presents

detailed data and analysis regarding

Population and employment trends

Existln 4 housint characteristics

Equity analysis including displacement fair housing and environmental justice challenges

Overall housin 4 needs includin special needs Troups

Consistent with the Community Stabilization Report the analysis in the Draft Housin Needs Report also

indicates that people of color lower income households and special needs groups are more likely to face

housing insecurity and vulnerability and these vulnerable City residents are at greater risk of residential

displacement The draft Housing Element 2022 Update contains several policies that are focused on

addressing Housing Element Objective 3c which seeks to Eliminate community displacement within

areas vulnerable to displacement 1131 The following policies and related actions are focused on addressing

residential displacement

Policy 1 Minimize all no-fault and at-fault evictions for all tenants and elevate direct rental assistance

as an eviction protection strategy

Policy 2 Preserve affordability of existing subsidized housing government-owned or cooperative

owned housing or SRO hotel rooms where the affordability requirements are at risk or soon to

expire

Policy 3 Reform and support the City's acquisition and rehabilitation program to better serve areas

and income ranges underserved by affordable housing options and areas vulnerable to displacement

Policy 4 Preserve the affordability of unauthorized dwelling units while improving their safety and

habitability

Policy 5 Improve access to the available Affordable Rental and Homeownership units especially for

racial and social groups who have been disproportionately underserved or for American Indian

Black Japanese Filipino and other communities directly harmed by past discriminatory government

37 San Francisco's 2015-2022 RFINA had a RFINA target of 28869 total units While about 27000 housing units have been

produced the City has not yet met its RFINA targets for very low low and moderate income households

3 Furthcr information regarding the proposed 4oals obicctivcs policies and actions is contained in Draft 3 Goals Ob6cctives

Policics and Actions of the Housing Element 2022 Update https www stbousinizelcmcnt orlzdraft-3oals-obiectives

12olicies-aiid-actions
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actions in the past including redlining Redevelopment and Urban Renewal the Indian Relocation Act

or WWII Japanese incarceration based on a reparations framework

Policy 15 Expand permanently affordable housing investments in Priority Equity Geographies to

better serve American Indian Black and other People of color within income ranges underserved

including extremely very low and moderate-income households

Policy 19 Enable low and moderate-income households particularly American Indian Black and

other people of color to live and prosper in Well-resourced Neighborhoods by increasing the number

of permanently affordable housing units

Policy 2 1 Prevent the potential displacement and adverse racial and social equity impacts of zoning

changes planning processes or public and private investments especially in areas vulnerable to

displacement Objectives 3c 2c 4C31

These policies are focused on strengthening the City's anti-displacement policies which will reduce both

direct and indirect displacement of vulnerable communities In addition the overall objective of the

Housing Element 2022 Update is to increase housing production for all income levels to accommodate

projected population growth and to shift a greater share of the City's future housing growth from the

communities that are most vulnerable to displacement impacts on the east side of the city to well

resourced areas along transit corridors and within low-density areas that are primarily located on the west

and north sides of the city

5 Summay of Supplemental Gentrification and Residential Displacement

Research

This section of the report summarizes key findings from recent reports published by the Urban

Displacement Project UDP and other researchers that have analyzed gentrification and residential

displacement which is organized into the following key findings based on a review of this research

ismatch between housing production and demand intensifies displacement risk

Gentrification may happen without displacement and displacement may happen without

gentrification

The production of both market rate and affordable housing help address displacement

Residential anti-displacement strategies reduce or eliminate displacement

a Mismatch Between Housing Production and Demand Intensifies Displacement Risk

As indicated in the City reports described in this section as well as research by UDP CHPC and other

researchers housing production in the City and broader region hasn't kept pace with the growth in

population and workers with J ob growth outpacing new housing production and resulting in supply

shortages and spikes in housing prices and rents that date back at least 30 years

0 Many households are increasingly unable to compete in the housing market and face declining real

purchasing power with lower income renters often facing the most significant displacement

39 The Planning Department is currently conducting a race and social equity analysis for the update and will use the results of this

study to inform the creation of guidelines to avoid displacement for future zoning changes and development projects among
other items as called for in Policy 2 1
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pressures These trends have led to gentrification and displacement of lower income households

across the Bay Area40

In this context a key mechanism for providing housing affordability for all but the lowest income

households-filtering-is broken 41

lower-income households move into older units

decreases and

Housing markets are diverse and neighborhoods are as well_which complicates studies of

filtering

Although evidence is mixed on whether nearby housing prices or rents rise or fall with new

residential development studies have generally concluded that rents will decrease However they

may not decrease for everyone for older buildings catering to low-income renters new

construction may raise rents with even higher spikes for buildings closest to the new

construction The process of moving into market-rate housing initiates multiple rounds of

migration i e vacancy chains which ultimately free up housing supply in low-income areas in

just a few years creating a critical infusion of lower cost housing

Using fine-grained data on new market-rate housing production and household mobility UDP
finds that when new market-rate housing is built there is a slight increase in both people moving
out of the neighborhood and people moving in chum across most socioeconomic status SES
groups All but the lowest-SES residents experience increased outmigration rates and the highest

SES groups move out at lower rates and move in at higher rates than others In other words

market-rate housing production shifts outmigration and in-migration patterns only very slightly

and primarily benefits high-SES groups42

According to the Urban Displacement Project UDP website as of July 2022 areas throughout the

Bay Area region and in San Francisco have experienced displacement pressures or are at risk of

displacement gentrification or exclusion due to increasing housing costs the high cost of housing in

comparison to household incomes especially for lower income households and lack of new housing

supply including affordable housing among other factors 41

UDP uses the following metrics to measure the degree of displacement gentrification and exclusion

in census tracts in San Francisco Bay Area and other regions across the country 44

Gentrification is measured based on changes in the income mix of an area and increase in housing

costs or above regional median change in rents and home prices

41
llttpS WWW LirbandisLilaceiiieiit or4wp-content Liploads 202108bay area re

scurezation rising hOLIsing costs report 2019 12df

4 1

https wwwurbandisplacemcnt or4wp-contcnt uploads2022 03 IGS I Ncw-Production Brief 030122 pd
42

Ibid

43 As indicated in the Housing Element Update 2022 Report the UDP displacement and gentrification maps have been created to

better understand and predict where gentrification and displacement was happening and would likely occur in the Bay Area

through a community-engaged research process The gentrification and displacement typology maps summarize housing

market dynamics and displacement and gentrification risk into categories typologies at the census tract level These maps
are based on 2018 data and these maps are under zoin another update in 2022 to incorporate new data on M4 ration patterns

httpswww urbandisplacement ori inapssf-bav-area zentrification-and-displaceiiient

44 UDP revised its urban displacement project typology in recent years and reported on the reasons for the modifications in the

followm 4 report Urban Displacement Project UC Berkelev Center for Communitv Innovation SPARC The Urban

Disl2laccment Replication Project October 2020

http s vww urbandi sl2lac cment orwl2-c ontent up I oads2 02 10 8ud12 replication project mcthodolo4y 10 162020

converted pdf
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Displacement is measured based on the proportion of low income households or the loss of low

income households

Exclusion is evaluated according to risk factors for becoming exclusive based on housing

affordability including whether lower income households can afford typical market rents and

rapid increases in home prices and rents that will inhibit affordability

0 UDP recently developed an Estimated Displacement Risk EDR model for California that identifies

varying levels of displacement risk for low income renter households in all census tracts in the state

The EDR model is a conservative estimate of low income loss and is considered by UDP to be a tool

to help identify housing vulnerability
4

As displacement may occur because of either investment or disinvestment and this risk

assessment does not identify the causes of displacement UDP does not recommend that the EDR
model be used to assess vulnerability to investment such as new housin l construction or

infrastructure improvements To better understand the relationship between new housing

construction UDP refers to their studies rezarding new housing construction which are further

described be JOW 46

UDP also recommends combining the EDR tool with on-the-ground accounts of displacement to

achieve a full understanding of the issue which is done in other sections of this memorandum

45 The UDP Estimated Displacement Risk model was released in June 2022 Displacement risk according to UDP's EDP model

means that in 2019-the most recent year with reliable census data-a census tract had characteristics that are strongly

correlated with more low-income renter population loss than gain In other words the model estimates that more low-income

households left these neighborhoods than moved in The model uses 2015 2019 data which means that correlations between

tract characteristics and low-income renter population loss are based on this time period

littps www urbandisplacement ori iiiaps california-estiiiiated-displaceiiient-risk-iiiodet

46 Two companion research reports were released in March 2022

httpsWWW Lirbandisplacement orgwp-content uploads 2022 03IGS I New
Production-Brief 030122pd httpswww frbsforg community-development wp

content uploads sites3housin market interventi ons-and-res
1
dential-mobi I ity-in-the-san-francisco-bay

area Lid
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b Gentrification May Happen Without Displacement and Displacement May Happen Without

Gentrification

Research indicates that while displacement may occur it is not the inevitable result of gentrification and

that many factors influence whether or not gentrification and or displacement occurs

Displacement happens to individual people gentrification happens to places 41

Some experts have found that the ability for residents to relocate or move i e mobility rates are

not distinguishable between neighborhoods experiencing gentrification and neighborhoods not

experiencing gentrification

While this finding is substantiated by some researchers other researchers have found that

mobility rates vary depending on the specific characteristics of the neighborhoods and the

households living there as well as other factors including market rate housing construction

The forces driving neighborhood change including gentrification involve an interplay between the

movement of people public policy decisions and the availability of capital Consequently

gentrification is a subject that requires analysis of social political and economic circumstances 48

While community perceptions of gentrification range from hope for better living conditions to anxiety

and even hostility research on gentrification is divided on whether displacement is an inevitable

outcome This divergence of opinion could be because both the scale and type of gentrification vary
from place to place The urban form or patterns of land-use in US cities differ considerably in size

and structure and the process of gentrification can involve neighborhoods in a rapid process of

change or unfold over decades in larger districts 41

Published research indicates a broad range of potential outcomes from gentrification on existing

residents businesses and organizations

0 Positive outcomes from gentrification include the following
11

Deconcentration of poverty where the exposure to neighborhood poverty is reduced for adults

and children who stay compared to those who move away and per capita incomes increase for

residents that stay This finding is also supported by a study that evaluated neighborhood changes

in 100 metropolitan areas 51

47 https www gwern net docs economics 2020-pennin ton pd
48

https nercorg geiiti-ificatioii

41 Ibid

5 1

httl swww huduser lov l ortalsites default files pdt displacementreportpdf

52 https www philadelpliiafedor4 media frbpassetsworkinpal2ers 2019 wp19-30 pdPia-en
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Neighborhood improvements that help residents according to a variety of indicators such as

reduction in violent crimes better educational outcomes and ernployment opportunities This

finding is also supported by a study relarding the improved health and well-being of residents

who remain in the neighborhood through the development of a higher opportunity community 51

Greater access to services and retail establishments that can occur alonf4side new development

This is often associated with increased neighborhood business activity which increases local

buying power employment and economic activity

Displacement can occur without gentrification and displacement is not inevitable Even studies that

found some evidence that gentrification and displacement are linked found only a modest

relationship at best 55

As further described below public policy tools in the form of anti-displacement strategies are critical

to stabilizing communities and preventing displacement particularly of lower income households

who are often most affected

c Market Rate and Affordable Housing Production Help Address Gentrification and

Displacement

As described earlier the failure to build new housing to accommodate increased housing demand

resulting from job population and economic growth results in greater competition for existing housing

with higher income households outbidding lower income households and exerting upward price pressures

on existing housing which intensifies displacement and gentrification pressures

The acute housing shortage in the Bay Area and California has resulted in an increased regional

housing needs allocation to cities across the State including San Francisco As indicated in the prior

section San Francisco is now expected to plan for the production of over 82000 units during the next

eight year RHNA period from 2023 to 203 111 The statewide RHNA policy to encourage the

production housing at all levels of affordability serves as a key anti-displacement strategy

Some researchers have found that market-rate housing production is not likely to cause an increase in

rents in nearby housing units while other researchers have found that rents of existing apartment

projects immediately near new market-rate apartment buildings declined upon completion of the

market rate units in the immediate surrounding area for a duration of up to three years after

completion of the new units

53
httl2s www healthaff iirs orl do10 1377hpb2O2OO724 106767ftill brief-i entrification-health-captanian pd

55 Ibid

5 https www sfhousiii elemeiitorIiousin4-eleiiient-2022-tipdate-hi 41iii Thts
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0 Two recent UDP policy briefs published in March 2022 specifically analyze how new market-rate

housing production affects displacement in the San Francisco Bay Area and evaluate how tenant

protections can help low income households avoid displacement These studies specifically analyze

and track the movements of individuals and households by income and financial stability in areas

within the Bay Area and in the cities of San Francisco Oakland and San Jose

Policy Brief I concludes that building new housing creates modest chum some households leave

and others move in and the net impact on mobility is minimal at least over the four-year period

studied The fact that new housing encourages newcomers at all income levels to move in

suggests that market rate construction is easing housing market pressures

Policy Brief I also finds that new construction may increase displacement for lower income

people under certain circumstances but the increase in rates of residential displacement

involuntary moves for very low to moderate-socio-economic groups are not as high as

previously suspected at 05 to 2 percent above normal rates

For example while in a normal year 10 of households might move out after completion of

construction for a market-rate project will mean that 12 move out per year for the next four

years If a block group houses 500 households then 50 move out in a typical year but 60 might

move out each year post construction for a total of 40 displaced households over four years

Thus displacement impacts could be avoided with one mid-size apartment building with entirely

affordable or subsidized units

UDP's companion Policy Brief 2 indicates that tenant protections alone cannot improve access to

housing to address the housing affordability crisis and mitigate displacement and exclusion

Tenant protections must be accompanied by other anti-displacement strategies including housing

initiatives that substantially expand affordable social housing which is affordable to lower and

moderate income households 51

Another recent study was published by Pennington at the end of 2020 which explores the spillover

effects of new housing construction in San Francisco Pennington finds that market rate housing

differentially decreases nearby rents and displacement risk while affordable housing has no spillover

effects on the surrounding people and neighborhoods 51

Pennington's research suggests that increasing the supply of market rate housing has beneficial

spillover effects for existing residents reducing rents and displacement pressures while

improving neighborhood quality However the spillover effects from market rate housing may
not reduce gentrification and they may not continue to reduce displacement in the long term

While Pennington's research indicates that new market rate housing reduces displacement in San

Francisco overall a hyperlocal demand effect exists within a narrow radius of I 00m i e within

eyeshot of the new construction Within this narrow band building renovations and business

turnover increase The upgrade in neighborhood quality attracts higher-income newcomers so

that when incumbents move out they are more likely to be replaced by wealthier newcomers

The study concludes that policymakers who want to slow displacement and gentrification should

accelerate both market rate and affordable housing construction

57https www urbaiidisplaceiyient orzwp-coiiteilt Llploads 202203IGS I New-ProdUCtion Brief 03 0122pd

5 8 httl swww urbandispIacement or4Ap-content upIoads 2022 03 IGS 2 Tenant-Protections Brief 030122 2d
59

https www wernnet docseconotiiics 2020-pennin 4tonpd
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Pennington summarizes her findings as emphasizing that building more market-rate housing and

building more affordable housing are complementary policy levers Affordable housing

obviously is much better targeted at the people who are actually at a high risk of displacement 1161

60
https cityinonitor aihousin Iiow-does-new-constrtiction-affect-iiearby-hotisin 4-prices
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d of Residential Anti-Displacement Strategies

UDP has done an extensive literature review to evaluate the effectiveness of anti-displacement strategies

and recommends that policy makers consider adopting a three pron ed set of residential anti disp acein ent

strategies to address displacement 11

Production The development of affordable housing decreases displacement by retaining or

increasing the affordable housing stock Housing production policies that incentivize new market rate

and mixed income housing address housing demand and provide affordable housing through

inclusionary units and or payment of housing fees

Preservation Given that most households with affordable housing live in unsubsidized units

housing preservation programs for naturally occurring affordable housing have the most potential for

a substantial impact in preventing displacement of residents from those buildings

Neillhborhood Stabilization Neighborhood stabilization and tenant protection strategies have a

direct and immediate effect on reducing displacement but need to be accompanied by other anti

displacement strategies such as affordable housing for lower to moderate income households

Figure E I presents the summary matrix included in Table I of UDP's 2021 White Paper that summarizes

and evaluates anti displacement policies in terms of their effectiveness market type implementation

scale and timeframe 62 All of these strategies are focused on residential anti-displacement strategies

which is the focus of this research paper

https www urbandisplaceiiient or4wp-content tiploads 202108 19RDO 8-Anti-Displaceiiient-Strate ly-Effcctivencss 12df

62
https wwwurbandisplacement orgwp-content uploads 202203 IGS 2 Tenant-Protections Brief 030122pdf

13 A 12rior UDP study referenced in this white paper presented a similar set of strateizies and included additional strate ies relate

to Asset Buildini and Local Economic Development that would address cultural displacement UC Berkeley UCLA
Developing a New Methodolo 4y for Analyzini Potential Displacement March 24 2017

httpscommunityinnovation berkeley edu sitesdefault files deveioping a new methodology for anal

yzing potential displacement VdPwidth 1200 height 800iframetrue
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Figure E-1 Literature Review Summary Table

Table 1 From UDP White Paper on Anti-Displacement Strategy Effectiveness

TABLE 1 LITERATURE REVIEW surviMARY TABLE

Literature Potential to Timeframe to
Market Implementation

Category Policy Name Coverage Prevent
Type Scale

Prevent

Level Displacement Displacement

Production Housing Production HIGH HIGH Strong Local State Long-term

Inclusionary Zoning
Production MEDIUM MEDIUM Strong Local State Long-term

Developer Incentives

Production
Accessory Dwelling LOW MEDIUM Neutral Local State Long-term
Units

Production impact Linkage Fees MEDIUM LOW Strong Local Long-term

Neighborhood
Production Housing Overlay Zones LOW MEDIUM Strong Long-term

Local

Production Land Value Recapture LOW LOW Strong Local State Long-term

Unsubsiclized
Preservation

Affordable Housing
LOW HIGH Neutral Local State Short-term

Federal ly-Funded
Preservation MEDIUM MEDIUM NA Local Federal Short-term

Housing Developments

Preservation Housing Rehabilitation MEDIUM LOW NA
Local State

Short-term
Federal

Condominium

Conversion Restrictions

Preservation MEDIUM MEDIUM Strong Local Short-term

Tenant Opportunity to

Purchase

Community Control of Neighborhood
Preservation

Land
LOW HIGH Neutral

Local
Short-term

Neighborhood
Rent Control HIGH MEDIUM Strong Local State Short-term

Stabilization

Neighborhood Community Benefits Neighborhood

Stabilization Agreements
MEDIUM LOW Strong

Local State
ong-term

Neighborhood Rental Assistance

Stabilization Programs
MEDIUM HIGH Neutral Local Short-term

Neighborhood Local State
Foreclosure Assistance MEDIUM HIGH Neutral Short-term

Stabilization Federal

Neighborhood Tenant Right to
MEDIUM HIGH Strong Local Short-term

Stabilization Counsel

Neighborhood
Just Cause Evictions MEDIUM HIGH Strong Local Short-term

Stabilization

Potential lfwe adopt this policy howlikely is it that displacement will be reduceddirectly orindirectly

Forsome policies a strong market is necessary forfieasibifity whileforothers itmakes them more effective

Although both market rate andsubsidized housing production may successfully reduce indirect displacement the effectiveness ofa particular

development depends on its conte t and scale

Source https www urbandisplacement orgwp-content uploads 2021 08 19RD018-Anti-Displacement-StrateqV-Effectiveness pd
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Summary of Supplemental Cultural Displacement Research

Researchers utilize different definitions for cultural displacement which makes it difficult to analyze and

draw conclusions from these research efforts For example some researchers that have studied cultural

displacement exclusively focus on residential displacement impacts on specific racial and ethnic groups
such as Black or African American and Hispanic or Latino households as they typically have the lowest

incomes and may live in areas that have higher concentrations of their racial and ethnic groups Others

focus on how gentrification and displacement may affect commercial businesses andor cultural

characteristics of neighborhoods associated with a particular race ethnicity or other marginalized group
While research regarding gentrification and displacement discusses the types of changes that may occur to

the cultural fabric of the neighborhood this research is typically focused on a specific neighborhood or

set of neighborhoods and very few studies have analyzed neighborhoods in San Francisco

Most of the relevant research that has been prepared focuses on the potential impacts of gentrification on

residents or commercial displacement of local businesses No directly comparable research studies were

found that analyzed cultural displacement impacts for San Francisco neighborhoods like SoMa
the SOMA Pilipinas Filipino Cultural Heritage District although several

research studies recommend anti-displacement measures to address impacts from cultural displacement

gentrification and other forms of neighborhood change

a Commercial Gentrification and Displacement

While researchers have given significant attention to the dramatic changes that gentrification and

residential displacement bring the phenomenon of commercial change remains relatively unexplored

This may be in part because business tumover-or chum-is a common sight so the changes lack the

novelty of residential displacement Because of the understudied nature of commercial gentrification and

displacement interesting questions remain about their relationship with residential change 14

Similarly researchers find it difficult to unpack the mechanism by which commercial gentrification

relates to residential gentrification or which if either comes first Indeed changes in commercial

districts have been noted as both a causal factor of and an outcome of residential demographic

change Rather than sort out this chicken and egg question some researchers suggest that

commercial and residential gentrification work together and are complicated to disentangle

In commercial districts gentrification and displacement are at their most visible Few miss the

intrusion of new businesses that force out favorite local stores because of higher rents or the influx of

hip caf6s trendy retail boutiques and art galleries-places that change the meaning of a

neighborhood for better or worse

While commercial gentrification can also transform a neighborhood's meaning research is mixed on

whether it is positive or negative for existing residents and businesses

For many merchants commercial gentrification has implications for economic survival as increased

rents lead to displacement and business closures At the same time these changes may bring much
needed goods and services to residents of retail deserts

Cultural displacement of a neighborhood defined at least partly by the mix of shops and

restaurants-is another often-cited critique of gentrification Recent research provides only mixed

support for this concern

Small businesses do not appear to be at heightened risk of displacement from gentrifying

neighborhoods and retention rates among small businesses are generally higher than exit rates in

64
httpsiiiitpress mitedu books transit-oriented-displaceiiient-or-comMLinity-divideiids See Chapter 5 Commercial

Gentrification and Displacement
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both gentrifying and non gentrifying neighborhoods However gentrifying neighborhoods have a

somewhat higher share of businesses that leave without any replacement

When businesses are replaced they are generally in a different sector than the original with the

highest gains in businesses providing services such as art and entertainment venues and

employee placement services and losses in goods-producing industries such as manufacturing

Pandemic's Impact on Minority Owned Business

Recent UDP research indicates that the COVID pandernic has affected minority owned businesses which

are owned by people of color These businesses were disproportionately

affected by the pandemic because they are likely to be concentrated in industries immediately affected by

the pandernic including arts and entertainment personal services construction and restaurants These

businesses are also facing systemic inequalities that make it difficult to stay afloat

About 29 of Bay Area businesses are estimated to be minority owned businesses with the majority

concentrated in San Francisco 37 followed by Oakland 29 and San Jose 26 Most are

concentrated within predominantly POC neighborhoods and within ethnic business districts

Approximately one-third of minority-owned businesses identified across the six cities studied own

their commercial properties Property ownership rates are relatively consistent across minority groups

ranging from 34 for Black-owned businesses and 38 for Latinx-owned businesses

Food and beverage services has the lowest owner-occupancy rate at 30 which means that 70 of

food and beverage services businesses rent their current premises Therefore food and beverage

services are likely to be at greater risk of displacement if rents were to increase for example

This study highlights programs bein undertaken in Bay Area cities to help small businesses and

recommends strate lies to help business owners many of which are similar to anti-displacement

strategies referenced in other research

Cultural Anti-Displacement Strategies

Impacts from cultural displacement and gentrification are best addressed by undertaking anti

displacement and community stabilization strategies that are designed to preserve and stabilize cultural

community arts and business organizations In the research reviewed including the findings from the

City's Community Stabilization Report cultural anti-displacement strategies build upon and leverage

strategies and programs that promote equitable development environmental justice and smart growth

collectively referred to as cultural anti-displacement strategies

0 The U S Environmental Protection Agency EPA recommends strategies to advance environmental

justice smart growth and equitable development which are grouped into common elements and are

also focused on minimizingdisplacement

Facilitate meaningful community engagement in planning and land use decisions

Promote public health and a clean and safe environment

Strengthen existing communities

Provide housing choices and transportation options

Improve access to opportunities and daily necessities

Preserve and build on the features that make a community distinctive

65 UDP Schmahmann Laura et al Mapping POC-owned Business Vulnerability in the Wake of COVID-19 December 2021

httLis www urbandisplacement oriwp-content uLiloads 2022 0IUDP-Busiiiess-VulnerabiIity-ReL ort-Final pd
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The most relevant research report regarding anti-displacement strategies that can help preserve the

Filipino culture was prepared by the National Coalition for Asian Pacific American Community

Development Council for Native Hawaiian Advancement which compiled 24 anti-displacement

strategies with case study examples of their effectiveness to address impacts on the Asian American and

Pacific Islander AAPI communities 16 Several of the featured case study strategies are being

successfully deployed in San Francisco and other Bay Area cities

0 One featured strategy is the in-language tenant counseling program to prevent evictions which is

located in the SoMa neighborhood and focused on the Filipino community The Bill Sorro Housing

Program of the Veteran's Equity Center VEC serves 1000 tenants predominantly Filipino elders

and families with know-your-rights counseling and a weekly drop-in clinic Bilingual counselors

help seniors apply for housing opportunities and help tenants fight unfair evictions and rent increases

through a care YivinZ case manaf4ement approach that is culturally appropriate and holistic The VEC
has also been part of a coalition that helped pass stron fer eviction protections in addition to Jus

cause eviction and rent control in San Francisco which includes requiring that a substantial violation

be stated in eviction notices with a tenant chance to cure violations

A second featured strategy focuses on helping residents in the SROs in San Francisco's Chinatown

CPA SF in partnership with the Chinatown Community Development Center's SRO Organizing

Project has organized workers in Chinatown's SROs first providing much-needed services to about

475 families and then working with families to organize for better livin l conditions fipht unjust

evictions and advocate for systemic policies CPA SF uses a peer organizer model where SRO
residents work part-time to outreach to other families to provide resources and information and

operates as a member-led organization CPA SF has focused on developing career pathways and

training programs for workers and is advocating for a Beacon Center to help children in SROs

succeed in school toward living wage jobs to be able to move to better housing

The report also recommends a series of national antidi sp lacern ent strategies which include strategies to

be implemented at the local level several of which are underway in San Francisco

Create a Cultural District designation that implements a series of protections for neiljiborhoods which

serve as economic survival hubs for low-income and otherwise marginalized communities

0 Invest in housing preservation through tenant services and education and acquisition for permanent

affordability to stabilize housing stock

0 Create fundin incentives for cities to establish inclusionaLy zoning and rent control to ensure diverse

cities and fair access to housing particularly for family units with multiple bedrooms

0 Provide guidance for cities to prioritize at least 50 use of public land for affordable housing in ho

rnarkets

The anti-displacement strategies recommended in these research reports were combined with strategy

recommendations from the City's community stabilization and affordable housing reports to inform the

cultural anti-displacement analysis that is presented in Section H which include the following cultural

anti-diSDIacement strateLlies which COMDlement the residential anti disolacement strate6es

Arts and Culture Protection including the Cultural Districts Initiative

Business Retention and Stabilization including commercial district planning and management

Workforce Development and Education

66 National Coalition for Asian Pacific An-ierican Con-imunity Development Council for Native Hawaiian Advancement Asian

American and Pacific Islander AAPI Anti Di sp aceillent Strategies May 2016

httLis www iiatioiialcapacd orwp-content Llploads 201708 aiiti displacement strateEies reportpd
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Neighborhood Conditions

As described earlier the Proposed Project is located in the South of Market Area and to south of the

Tenderloin neighborhood that is located immediately to the north of Market Street These neighborhoods

are collectively referred to as the Surrounding Area as they include the surrounding areas that may be

most affected by the Proposed Project

This section of the report summarizes existing neighborhood conditions in the Surrounding Area and

compares housing market trends in the Surroundin z Area and within the One Mile Radius to the City as

whole

This review of neighborhood conditions evaluates changes that have occurred in the Surrounding Area

over the past two decades to inform the analysis of Zentrlficatlon and displacernent As defined earlier

gentrification occurs when there is a broad pattern of neighborhood change typically characterized b

increases in the number of higher income households and rapid increases in home values and or rents over

an extended period of time for example ten years or more The extent to which gentrification is linked to

racial transition and other socioeconomic indicators differs across neighborhood contexts Thus this

section of the report presents relevant housing and socioeconomic data regarding neighborhood and

housing conditions prior to development of the Proposed Project as well as describes anticipated future

Trowth of affordable and market rate housing in the development pipeline

In summary this analysis of neighborhood conditions and housing market trends finds that recent trends

in population and housing have contributed to sigftifi-ea substantial neighborhood change in the

Surroundin Y Area

Population and housing units have grown at a much faster pace in the Surrounding Area as compare

to the City for the past two decades Due to the large growth in housing since 2000 an increasing

share of the City's housing is in the Surrounding Area about 9 of citywide units as of 2020

The Surroundin Area has a much hizher percentaf4e of renters than the City about 90 in the

Surrounding Area compared to 62 citywide in 2020 Renters particularly lower income renters are

often more susceptible to displacement

About 3500 affordable units were produced between 2005 to 2021 in the Surrounding Area which

represents about 27 of all units produced during that period in the Surrounding Area About 70 of

the affordable units produced since 2005 in the Surrounding Area are in 100 affordable housing

developinents while about 30are in mixed income developinents with onsite inclusionary units

The 414 increase in production of both affordable and market rate housing in the Surrounding

Area and One Mile Radius have contributed to neilhborhood change as a diverse mix of new

households at all income levels have occupied the new housing that has been built

Many existing residents in the Surrounding Area are protected from displacement As of 2021 about

three-quarters of housing units about 27000 units in the Surrounding Area are protected units

which consist of affordable units subject to regulatory alreements or units in older buildim

including SROs that are subject to rent control which is a much higher percentage than in the City

0 Most of the unprotected units in the Surrounding Area are new market rate units that were built

since 2005 about 9300 units many of which are market rate apartments
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Average rents for market rate apartments in the Surrounding Area are more affordable than average
rents citywide While the rental market in the City is starting to recover since the pandemic market

rents as of Spring 2022 in the Surrounding Area and the City are still below 2019 market rent levels

A moderate income households can afford the average market rent in the Suirounding Area while

lower income households cannot afford avera4e market rents

Avcra e rents have not increased as rapidly in the Surrounding Area compared to what has occurred

the City and the One Mile Radius again indicating the relative affordability of the neighborhood

Furthennore average rents in the Surrounding Area have increased at a much slower rate than

inflation over the past decade

Related to the large proportion of affordable housing and rent controlled units about two thirds 67
of households within the Suirounding Area have incomes below 75000 considered low income

households which includes very low income and extremely low income households The

Surrounding Area has a higher proportion of lower income households compared to the City and a

lower proportion of above moderate income households earning at least 150000

The population of all racial and ethnic groups has grown in the Surroundin Area between 2000 to

2020 which indicates that the new residents who have moved to the Surroundin z Area are culturally

diverse The Asian population experienced the largest increase in population in the Surrounding Area

followed by the Hispanic or Lating population during this time period

The Surrounding Area has maintained its diverse population with about three quarters of residents

being people of color as of 2020 which is a higher proportion than the City as a whole Similar to the

City the Asian population represents the largest share of population in the Surrounding Area wh Ie
t4c The Surroundin Area has higher proportions of residents that identify as Black or African

American and as Hispanic or Latino than the city as a whole

The Filipino population has likely remained stable or grown over the past two decades in the

Surrounding Area and the Surrounding Area has a higher proportion of Filipino residents abou

87 compared to the City average about 53 in 2020

As described above a large proportion of existing residents are protected from displacement as they

live in affordable housing developments or in buildings subject to rent control New development o

affordable housin within the Surroundin z Area and the One Mile Radius will provide additional

housin resources Yab4a 4a4
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1 Population and Housing Growth Over Past Two Decades

Both the City and the Surrounding Area have experienced significant growth in population and housing

over the past two decades as shown in Table F-1 According to recently released data from the US
Census the 2020 population in San Francisco was about 874 000 which is an increase of about 97 000

people since 2000 with most of the f4rowth about 69 000 people occurring between 2010 to 2020 While

housin l has increased citywide by about 60000 housin l units from 2000 to 2020 to about 407000 units

citywide housing growth was almost evenly split between the two decades which may have contributed

to pent up housing demand from the City's significant population increase since 2010

Table F-1 Comparison of Population and Housing Growth in Surrounding Area and San Francisco

2000 to 2020

S urrounding Area Change Between 2000-2020

Percent

Demographic Summary 2000 2010 2020 Difference Change

Population 43025 51431 64 573 21 548 50

Housing Units 24014 30786 36 720 12706 53
Households 22194 27261 32 637 10443 47
Renter Households 21174

1
24957

1
29 504 8330

1
39

Percent Renter Households 95
1 921 90 51 5

City of San Francisco Change Between 2000-2020

Percent

Demographic Summary 2000 2010 2020 Difference Change

Population 776 733 805 235 873 965 97 232 13

Housing Units 346 527 376 942 406 628 60 101 17
Households 329 700 345811 371851 42151 13
Renter Households 214 385 222 165 230 480 16095 8

Percent Renter Households
1

65
1

641 621 3
1

5
Share of Housing in Surrounding Area

1 7 1 81 91 21 1

Renter household data is not yet available from the 2020 Census as of August 2022 Thus the number of renter households for 2020 is

estimated based on the percentage of renter households in SoMa Tenderloin and San Francisco based on data from the 2020 5-Year ACS

Source U S Decennial 2000 2010 and 2020 Census and 2020 5-Year American Community Survey ACS

Population and housin Z units have lrown at a much faster pace in the Surroundin Area compared to the

City for the past two decades Due to the large growth in housing since 2000 an increasing share of the

City's housing is now located in the Surroundim4 Area TheTable Surrounding Area has about 37 000

housing units in 2020 which represents about 9 of all housing units in the City up from a 7 share in

2000
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The Surroundin Area continues to have a much hizher percenta e of renters than the City about 90 in

2020 in the Surroundin z Area compared to 62 citywide Renters particularly lower income renters are

often more susceptible to displacement

Graph F-1 Percent of Renter Households in Surrounding Area and San Francisco

2000 to 2020

Percent of Renter Households
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40
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I I I
2000 2010 2020

Surrounding Area m San Francisco

Source U S Decennial 2000 and 2010 Census and 2020 5-Year American Community Survey ACS
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2 Housing Production

As indicated in the Housing Element 2022 Update most of the City's housing growth since 2005 also

referred to as housing production has occurred in the eastern parts of San Francisco including the

Surrounding Area and One Mile Radius as illustrated in Figure F-2 below 11 Geocoded housing

production data by nei4hborhood and housing type is only available frorn 2005 onward

These recent patterns of housing growth are consistent with City policies to focus and intensify housing

growth along transit corridors and near the City's growing centers of employment This substantial new

housimly2rowth from both affordable and market rate housing has contributed to nei2hborhood change in

the Surrounding Area and One Mile Radius which has occurred prior to development of the Propose

Project and is thus considered an existing condition

Figure F-1 Comparison of New Housing Production by Neighborhood in San Francisco

2005 to 2019

Figure 78 New housing production in Son Francisco
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Source Housing Element 2022 Update Draft Housing Needs Assessment and Assessment of Fair Housing March 2022

https www sfhousiii elemeiitordraft-liotisin needs-assessinent-and-assessiiient-f iir-housill T
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According to updated geocoded housing production data provided by the Planning Department and

MOHCD for this analysis more than 50 of the City's housing growth from 2005-2021 has occurred

within the One Mile Radius while about 24 of the City's housing growth occurred within the

Surroundinfz Area as shown in Table F-2 below 11 As further described below net housing production

since 2005 in the One Mile Radius was about 27000 housing units net out of about 53000 units

citywide Housing growth or production of housing since 2005 is based on the net increase of housing

units without counting existing housing units that were replaced on the site

Table F-2 Distribution of Housing Growth by Affordability and Geographic Area

2005 to 2021

Production Units Completed 2005-2021

South of

Market Tenderloin

Surrounding

Area

Remaining

One Mile

Radius

One Mile

Radius

Remaining

City Areas San Francisco

100 Affordable Housing Units

Inclusionary Housing Units

1412

865

955

218

2367

108

1489

1301

3856

2 3

4964

125

8820

3

Affordable Units 2277 1173 3450 2790 6240 6223 12 463

Percent Affordable Units 24
1

35 2 Pa 19 231 25 24

Distribution of Citywide Affordable Units Produced 18 9 2811o 22 5010 50 100

Accessory Dwelling Units ADU 9 10 19 39 58 1108 6

Affordable Units With ADUs 2286 1183 3469 2829 6298 7331 13 629

Market Rate Units 7145 2128 9273 11 717 20 990 17952 38 942

Housing Units Net
1

9431
1

3311
1 12 7421 14 5461 27 2881 25 283

1
52 571

1Distfibution of Citywide Housing Production
1

18
1 61 241 281 5N

1

48
1

100

Source San Francisco Planning Department Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development

A substantial portion of this housing rowth is attributable to the production of affordable housing that is

affordable to very low low and moderate income households based on Areawide Median Income AMI
according to the following definitions that are used by Federal and State governments

Very low income households VLI incomes between 0 and 50 of AMI

VLI includes extremely low income households ELI with incomes between 030 of AMI

Low income households LI incomes between 50 and 80 of AMI

Lower income households include all households that are extremely low very low or low income

Moderate income households MOD incomes between 80 and 120 of AMI

As indicated in Table F-1 about 21 of the City's housin z rowth occurred in the Surroundinz Area between 2000 to 2020
which is izeneraliv consistent with the share of housing Zrowth reported for 2005 to 2021 in Table F-2

9 The US Department of Housin and Urban Developmcnt HUD and State of California Departmcnt of Housing an

Community Development HCD define houscl-iolds by Arca Mcdian Income AMI Icvel AMI is the midpoint of the

household income distribution which mcans that 50 of the households in San Francisco carn less than the AMI while the

remainin 50 of households earn more
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d Affordable Housing Production Since 2005

About 6300 units of affordable housing have been produced within the One Mile Radius since 2005 of

which more than half has been built within the Surrounding Area about 3500 units About 27 of units

produced since 2005 in the Surrounding Area are affordable housing units which consist of the following

types of affordable units

100 affordable housing units These affordable units are located within affordable housin

developments where all units other than those reserved for onsite property management are subject

to low4 term regulatory restrictions typically restrictin 4 their occUancy to lower income households

with a focus on very low and extremely low income households 70

About 2400 units produced in the Surrounding Area out of about 3900 units produced in the One

Mile Radius are located in 100 affordable housing developments

Inclusionary housing units These affordable units are onsite inclusionary units within mixed

income developments that are subject to long term regulatory restrictions typically restricting their

occupancy to lower and moderate income households

About 1 100 inclusionary units have been produced in the Surrounding Area out of about 2400

inclusionary units in the One Mile Radius

As illustrated in Graph F-2 most of the 6300 units of affordable housing that have been completed

within the One Mile Radius since 2005 have been built in the Surrounding Area

Surroundin2 Area About 3500 affordable units 56 have been built in the Surrounding Area
which consists of 2300 affordable units in South of Market and 1200 affordable units in the

Tenderloin

About 70 of the affordable units produced in the Surroundin z Area are located in 100
affordable housin z developments

0 Remainint One Mile Radius About 2800 affordable units were built in the remaining areas within

the One Mile Radius outside of the Surrounding Area

About 62 of the affordable units produced in the Remaining One Mile Radius are located in

100 affordable housing developments

As indicated above in Table F-3 about half of the affordable housing that has been produced in the City

since 2005 has been within the One Mile Radius while about 28 has been produced in the Surrounding

Area Thus the City's production of affordable housing has been similarly focused on these areas

70 100 affordable housing developments are enerallv built by non-profit developers and usually require public subsidies A
high proportion of these developments in the City are rental devc1opments that have been funded usin Federal and or Statc

Low Income Housing Tax Credits which limit occupancy to lower incomc households and include a large proportion of ELI

and or VLI hOLIseholds
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Graph F-2 Distribution of Completed Affordable Units Within One Mile Radius

2005 to 2021

Distribution of Completed Affordable Units

Within One Mile Radius 2005-2021
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Source San Francisco Planning Department Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development

e Accessory Dwelling Unit Production Since 2005

As the result of State Legislation designed to expand housing production throughout California

AccessoLy Dwelling Units ADUs represent a 4rowin4 share of housin 4 Zrowth in cities across the State

While about 1200 ADUs have been produced in the City since 2015 only a very small number are

located within the Surrounding Area and One Mile Radius

0 Accessory Dwellin2 Units ADUs Accessory Dwelling Units are units added to existing and new

residential buildings which are also called secondary units in-law units or cottages ADUs may or

may not be subject to rent restrictions and are typically affordable to lower to moderate income

households which means that they may be considered affordable housing for the City's RHNA

Only about 20 ADUs have been produced in the Surrounding Area out of about 60 ADUs in the

One Mile Radius so ADUs have not sinificantly contributed to affordable housing in these areas

while they represent a sipnificaut proportion of affordable units developed elsewhere in the City

Market Rate Production Since 2005

New market rate development has produced about 2 1000 market rate apartments and condominiums in

the One Mile Radius since 2005 of which about 9300 units were built in the Surrounding Area

0 Market rate units Recently built units are not subject to long term regulatory restrictions that

restrict their occupancy and affordability to certain household income groups although older units are

often subject to rent restrictions Market rate units are typically affordable to moderate or above

moderate income households although some units can be affordable to lower income households

Above moderate income households Above MOD are households with incomes above 120
of AMI

The significant increase in production of both affordable and market rate housing in the Surrounding Area

and One Mile Radius have contributed to neighborhood change as a diverse mix of new households at all

income levels have occupied the new housing that has been built
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3 Protected Units of Housing

According to recent geocoded housing data provided by the Planning Department and MOHCD about

three-quarters 74 of housing units in the Surrounding Area are either affordable housing units or

protected by rent control collectively referred to as protected units that consist of the following

Affordable housing units These units are subject to long term regulatory restrictions that

restrict their occupancy and affordability to households of very low low and moderate income
which are located within 100 affordable housing developments or are inclusionary units within

mixed income developments

Rent controlled apartment units These units are located in older residential buildings that are

subject to the City's Residential Rent Stabilization and Arbitration Ordinance which provides a

series of protections for existing tenants including annual limitations in rent increases rent

arbitration just cause eviction tenant petitions and tenant landlord mediation

Single Room Occupancy SRO units These units are located in older residential hotels that

are certified for residential occupancy and subject to theResidential Hotel Unit Conversion

Ordinance 14CO which preserves these units by preventing the loss of residential hotel units

through conversion to tourist rooms or demolition 13 SRO units that have been occupied by the

same tenant for 32 or more continuous days are also subject to the City's Residential Rent

Stabilization and Arbitration Ordinance

Table F-3 summarizes and compares the number of protected units within the three geographies which

indicates the following 14

Surrounding Area The Surrounding Area has about 37000 housing units of which about

27000 housin 4 units are protected 74 which is a much h44her percenta 4e than in the City and

higher than the One Mile Radius

o The Tenderloin has a greater number of housing units than SoMA and most of the

protected units in the Surrounding Area are located in the Tenderloin which has highe

numbers of affordable housin rent controlled apartments and SRO units than SoMa

o Most of the unprotected units in the Surrounding Area are new market rate units built

since 2005 in SoNla which are typically affordable to moderate or above moderate

income households As shown previously in Table F-2 about 9300 market rate units

were built in the Surrounding Area from 2005 to 2021

One Mile Radius The One Mile Radius has about 84 000 housin units of which about 56 000

housing units are protected 67 which is a much higher percentage than in the City

0 San Francisco The City has about 407000 housing units of which about 174 000 units are

protected 43 is a much lower percenta Ze than in the Surrounding Area and One Mile Radius

7 As described earlier only about 60 ADUs have been produced in the One Mile Radius since 2005 Althou h considered

affordable units ADUs do not represent a si jnificant portion of protected Units

72 The San Francisco Rent Ordinance SF Administrative Code Chapter 37 was enacted effective June 13 1979 bv the Board of

Supervisors and signed by the Mayor as en-iergency legislation to alleviate the City's housing crisis which has been amended

since then numerous times httpssfrborisitcsdefault files 600 Ordinance 7-18-22 pd

73 The Residential Hotel Unit Conversion and Demolition Ordinance HCO is to preserve affordable 110LIsing by preventing the

loss of residential hotel units through conversion or demolition and to prevent the displacen-ient of low incotne elderly and

disabled Dersons httt ssfcibiorasites default files ChaDter 4lndf

14 US Census 2020 data is the most recent information available relWding the number of housinR Units in the City and each of

these Izemiraphies which is used for this analvsis based on zuidance from the Planning Department
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Table F-3 Distribution of Protected Units by Geographic Area

As of December 2021

Protected Units South of Market Tenderloin

Surrounding

Area

Remaining One

Mile Radius

One Mile

Radius

Remaining City

Areas San Francisco

Affordable Housing Units

Rent Controlled Apartment Units

SRO Units

4719

1345

2010

6 163

6 717

62

10 882

8062

82

4997

18712

516

15 879

26 774

13 45

20 012

91 788

569

35891

118 562

19 14

Protected Units 8074 19157 27231 28 872 56 103 117 495 173 598

Percent Protected Units in Area 511 921 74 1 611 67
1

36
1

43
Total Housing Units per 2020 Census 15 913 20 807 369720 46 988 83 708 322 920 406 628

Percent of Citywide Units in Area 4 5 91 12 21 79 100

Distribution of Citywide Protected Units in Area 5 11 16 1 17 3201e 68 100

Source San Francisco Planning Department Mayor's office of Housing and Community Development US Decennial 2020 Census

Graph F-3 graphically compares the percentage distribution of protected units in the City o

San Francisco in the Surroundin z Area with the remainjn portion of the One Mile Radius that is outside

of the Surroundiml Area and the remaining City areas outside of the One Mile Radius As it illustrates

the Surrounding Area has a higher proportion of protected units than the City of San Francisco

Graph F-3 Distribution of Protected Units Within One Mile Radius

As of December 2021
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Source San Francisco Planning Department Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development Department of Building Inspection
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4 Affordability of Market Rate Apartments

As described above about three quarters of the housing units in the Surrounding Area are protected units

which include affordable housin z units rent controlled units and SROs and about two thirds of units in

the One Mile Radius are protected 15

The remaininz units in the Surrounding Area and the One Mile Radius are market rate housinf4 units

many of which are market rate apartments Some of these market rate apartments typically those that

are 15 years or older are covered by Assembly Bill 1482 which imposes rent caps in certai

circumstances and includes Just cause eviction requirements that apply after residents have occupied the

unit for a certain period of time

As further shown below average rents for market rate apartments in the Surrounding Area are more

affordable than average rents citywide and apartment market has not yet recovered from pre-pandemic

levels accordinu to historical CoStar data that has been analvzed to assess housinu market conditions

While the rental market in the City is starting to recover since the pandemic current rents are still

below 2019 market rent levels in the Surrounding Area One Mile Radius and the City

0 Averai4e effective rents in the Surroundin 4 Area are more affordable than avera4e rents citywide and

in the One Mile Radius

0 A moderate income households can afford the average market rent in the Surrounding Area One Mile

Radius and the City while lower income households cannot afford averaze market rents

Average rents have not increased as rapidly in the Surrounding Area compared to what has occurred

the City and the One Mile Radius again indicating the relative affordability of the neighborhood

Furthermore average rents in the Surrounding Area have increased at a inuch slower rate than

inflation over the past decade

Vacancy rates are 7 in all three geographies as of ME 2022 which is significantly hi6er than

historical vacancy rates for multifamily apartments in the City as well as nationally

Graph F-4 compares the average effective monthly rent rent for market rate units in the Surrounding

Area and the One Mile Radius with citywide rent trends based on historical CoStar data for multifamily

apartment buildings since 2000 71

While rents have increased overall since 2000 rent levels have fluctuated over time Notably rents have

declined in all three geographies since the COVID pandemic started in early 2020 and have only recently

approached rent levels that were in place prior to the pandemic althouzh still lower than 2019 levels as of

May 2022

75
Assembly Bill 1482 imposes rent caps on other residential rental properties in California includin ust cause eviction

requirements that apply after residents have omlpied the unit for a certain period of time The law exempts certain properties

from the rent caps and just-cause requirements including 1 most sinde-family homes and condominiums and 2 housin j

built within the last 15 years In cities that already have a rent control ordinance in place under the Costa-Hawkins Rental

Housing Act AB 1482 extends rent caps to some additional housing that is otherwise not covered under the existing local

ordinance

7 As indicated previously in Table F 1 about 90 of households in the Surroundin4 Area are renters which indicates that a 1164h

proportion of the housing in the Surrounding Area is rental housin 4

77

78 The average effective monthly rent also called net effective rate or NER is the average rent for all units within a geographic

area based on data compiled by CoStar as of May 2022 that reflects what tenants are payin4 for rent durin their lease term
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Historically rents in the Surrounding Area have been between 5 to 10 less than the citywide average
while they are currently about 14 less than the citywide average which means that market rate

apartments in the Surrounding Area are more affordable than many other locations in San Francisco

While rents in the One Mile Radius have typically been higher than the citywide average rents in the One

Mile Radius are currently about the same as the citywide average while rents in the Surrounding Area are

about 350 per month less as of Spring 2022

Graph F-4 Comparison of Apartment Rents For Market Rate Units by Geographic Area

2000 to 2022
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Source CoStar multifamily residential market data for the City of San Francisco 2000 through early 2022

In the Surroundin 4 Area the effective rent for a market rate apartment is about 2540 per month as of

Spring 2022 Based on 30 of income paid toward rent a typical apartment is affordable to a moderate

income household at about 95 of the Unadjusted Area Median Income AMI for a two person
household per MQHCQ Effective rents citywide and in the One Mile Radius average about 2900 Pe

month which would be affordable to moderate income households at about 110 AMI as of 2022 19

The historical CoStar rent data also indicates that effective rents in the Surrounding Area have not

increased as fast as the citywide average and the One Mile Radius between 2002 to 2022 increasing by
about 32 in the surrounding area versus 44 citywide In contrast average median sales prices for

79The 30 affordabilitv standard is used by the City and the City's average renter household is 214 persons per houschold

accordim4 to the 2020 5-year American Community Survey The correspondiniz houschold income lcvcl is based on a one

bedroom unit at Tier I per MOHM https sfmohcd or2 sitesdefault files 2022 AM1-RentLimits-HMFA-ForM0Hsf pd
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existing single family homes in San Francisco have increased by over 300 since 2002 according to the

California Association of Realtors

Historically apartment vacancy rates fluctuated between 3 to 6 in all geographies until the pandernic

occurred starting in 2020 when vacancy rates spiked to double digits as shown in Graph F-5-3 While

vacancy rates have declined substantially as of the beginning May 2022 they are still averaging about7 which is stibstantially higher than national vacancy rates according to the National Apartment

Association of about 3 in Spring 202211 and above the the-target vacancy level of 5 for market rate

multifamily apartments that is often used to underwrite apartment developments 12

Graph F-5 Comparison of Apartment Vacancy Rates by Geographic Area

2005 to 2021
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Source CoStar multifamily residential market data for the City of San Francisco 2000 through early 2022

Based on an analysis of data froin the California Association of Realtors of historical median sales prices for existing single

family hoines from May 2002 to May 2022

81 Based on guidelines from HUD Exchange which provides training and resources on multifamily undenvriting

https www hudexchan e infotraininscourses 2020-home-multifamilv-underwritin 4-template-webinar 3682

12 https www naahq orsprin2022-apartment-inarket-pulse
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Graph F-6 shows the correlation between apartment vacancy rates and monthly effective rents in the

Surrounding Area This graph illustrates that rents tend to increase when vacancy rates are substantially

below 5 while rents decrease when vacancy rates climb above 5 although there can be a time lag

before this occurs As vacancy rates spiked due to the pandemic rents dropped substantially in all three

geographies As vacancy rates have declined from 2020 levels rents have started to increase

Graph F-6 Correlation Between Apartment Vacancy Rates and Rents in Surrounding Area
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Source CoStar multifamily residential market data for the City of San Francisco 2000 through early 2022

Over the past two decades average rents in the Surrounding Area have increased less than the City as a

whole and have remained more affordable with averaze rents about 14 less than the City as of Spring

2022 The avera e current vacancy rate of 7 1 indicates that market rent apartment supply is greater

than demand

Since 2000 averaze rents have increased by about 13 per year in the Surrounding Area which is

significantly less than the average annual intlation rate of 28 as measured by the Consumer Price Index

CPI for approximately the same period 13 The relative affordability of market rents slow pace of rent

increases and relatively high vacancy rate of 7 1 in the Surrounding Area indicates that the Surrounding

Area is not currently experiencing strong gentrification and exclusionary displacement pressures

According to CoStar the average monthly effective rent in the Surrounding Area in 2000 was 1939 and 2537 as of May
2022 CoStar reports that average rents in the One Mile Radius and San Francisco increased at a faster rate during the same

period The U S Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that the Consumer Price Index CPI for All Urban Consumers All Items in

San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward CA CBSA had an annual average CPI in 2000 of 180 6 and the CPI was 3249 in April

2022 This represionts an avcra e annual incricasic of 28 over a 2133 year period

httpsabag ca ov tools-reSOLirces data-toolsconsumer-Lirice-index
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Lower Income and Special Needs Households

As described previously the Surrounding Area has a high proportion of protected units including 100
affordable developments and residential SROs that are typically occupied by veLy low and low income

households The Sixth Street area in SoMa and several streets in the Tenderloin have a hilh concentration

of SROs that are occupied by extremely low income and very low income households and a significant

number of homeless persons are visible on the streets surrounding the Proposed Project

As indicated in the Housing Element 2022 Update about 32 of households in San Francisco are

extremely low income ELI and very low income VLI a similar share to the wider Bay Area 3 1

As shown in Figure F-3 below about 25-50 of households that reside in the census tract where the

Proposed Project is located are extremely low and very low income while several of the census tracts

immediately to the north and south of the Proposed Project in the Surrounding Are have a majority share

of extremely low and very low income households Four of the neighborhoods with the highest

concentrations of lower to moderate income residents in the City areas where these households

represent more than 75 of the population are located within the One Mile Radius of the project

Tenderloin SoMa Chinatown and the Western Addition 11

Figure F-3 Planning to provide higher resolution map with project location and I mile radius overlay
Concentration of Extremely Low and Very Low Income Households

City of San Francisco

14
https www sfhousin lelement ordraft-hotisin needs-assessinent-and-assessment-fair-housill
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As indicated earlier about 90 of the households in the Surroundin 4 Area are renter households and the

Sixth Street area in SoMa and several streets in the Tenderloin have a hi lllh concentration of SROs in the

Surrounding Area As shown in Graph F-7 below the census tracts within the Sixth Street area and the

Surrounding Area have a majority share of lower income renter households with incomes below 75000

indicated in shades of green based on 2020 household income data published by MOHCD 15

Surrounding Area About two thirds 67 of households within the Surroundin Area have

incomes below 75 000 considered low income households as shown in Graph F-7

A significant proportion of these households are VLT households with incomes below 50 000

about 3 1 as shown in the bottom two green shaded bars which includes ELI households with

incomes below 25 000 about 19 as shown in darkest green 16

About 54 of households in the Sixth Street area are considered low income households a

sWnificant Dronortion of which are VL1 households includiriL ELI households

The Surrounding Area likely has a higher proportion of VL1 and ELI households compared to the

Sixth Street area because the Tenderloin neighborhood has a much higher number of SROs

compared to SoMa

0 San Francisco The City has a lower proportion of extremely low very low and low income

households as compared to the Surrounding Area and Sixth Street

Graph F-7 Renter Household Income Distribution in Sixth Street Surrounding Area and San Francisco
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85 The US Census presents data by household income tranches that were compiled for this analysis to generally correspond to

household income levels according to MOHCD data Based on a typical two person household size a 74999 income

corresponds to about 73 of AMI according to MOHCD income data and is between 50 to 80 AMI which is considered a

low income household

https sfi-nohcd org sitesdefault fiIes Docuii-ients M0H Asset Management 2020 AMI-IncomeLimits-HWA 05-01-20 pd

Based on a typical two pcrson houschold size and the MOHCD income data citcd above a 24999 income corrCsponds to

about 25 of AMI which is consiticriod an extriomcly low incomc houschold as Mow 30 AML and 49 999 incomc

corresponds to about 48 of AMI which is considered a very low income household as below 50 AMI
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Source 2020 5-Year American Community Survey ACS
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The Surroundin Area and Sixth Street have a much lower proportion of above-moderate income

households earning S 15 0000 and above as compared to the City as shown by the oranze bars The

Surrounding Area and Sixth Street have more similarshares of moderate and above moderate income

households earninf between 75 000 to 149000 as shown by the blue bars as compared to the City

The Housing Element 2022 Update also indicates that the largest concentrations of people with

disabilities are located in the Tenderloin SOMA and Western Addition neighborhoods which is related

to the significant presence of permanent supportive housing permanently affordable housing and SROs

As indicated in the Housing Element 2022 Update lower income households also include other special

needs households including large families female-headed households immigrants and those linguistically

isolated who are more likely to experience overcrowding and be housing cost-burdened Groups with

special housing needs face disproportionate housing challenges

People with disabilities including developmental disabilities the elderlyseniors and persons with

HIV AIDS and who are chronically ill are challenged with meeting the high cost of housing and amidst

limited options Census tracts with concentrations of people with disabilities overlap with high

concentrations of extremely low and very low income households low resource areas and other

disadvantaged groups Figure F-4 shows concentrations of people with disabilities in the City which

shows similarpatterns to Figure F-3

Figure F-4 Planning to provide higher resolution map with project location and I mile radius overlay
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Source Draft Housing Needs Assessment and Assessment of Fair Housing Report ACS 2019 5-Year Estimates

Based on a typical two person household size and the MOHCD income data cited above a 150000 income corresponds to

abOLIt 148 AM I which is considered an above moderate income hOLIsehold as above 120 AM I

Based on a typical two person household size and the MOHCD income data cited above a 99999 income corresponds to

about 98 of AML which is considered a moderate income household as between 80 to 120 AMI The 2020 moderate

income thrcshold of 120 AMI is 123000 accordini to MOHCD but the US Census only reports incomcs in an incomc tier

of 100000 to 149999 which corresponds to both moderate and above moderate income households
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People of Color

As indicated earlier the population in both the Surrounding Area and the City has grown s gnificantly

over the past two decades The population of all racial and ethnic groups has grown in the Surrounding

Area between 2000 to 2020 according to the US Census which indicates that the new residents who have

moved to the Surroundin Area are culturally diverse

In contrast to the Surrounding Area the City of San Francisco has experienced a loss in people of colo

over the past two decades according to the US Census with the Black or African American population

experiencing the 4reatest loss in population 19 However some of the Uowth or decline in a racial or

ethnic group like Black or African American may-be attributable to changes in the US Census surwey

methodology as it continuallv evolves how it gathers and reports data on race and ethnicity

Notably both the Surrounding Area and the City have experienced a significant increase in people o

color who identify as Two or More Races or Some Other Race Over the past decade an increasing

number of people of color across the United States are identifying in these racial groups as the census

survey methodology has evolved and the national population has become more diverse

Table F-6 Comparison of Changes in Race and Ethnicity in Surrounding Area and San Francisco

2000 to 2020

Surrounding Area Change Between 2000-2020

Percent

Race and Ethnicity 2000 Census 2010 Census 2020 Census Difference Change

Non-Hispanic or Latino White 15 380 17 694 19547 4167 27
Asian 13 704 15 731 21037 7333 54
Hispanic or Latino 6462 9683 13184 6722 104
Two or More Races 2510 2574 6106 3596 143

Some Other Race 2674 4684 7780 5106 191

Black or African American 5125 6 201 7081 1956 38
American Indian or Alaskan Native 1038 544 1135 97 9
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 183 201 338 155 85

San Francisco Change Between 2000-2020

Percent

Race and Ethnicity 2000 Census 2010 Census 2020 Census Difference Change

Non-Hispanic or Latino White 338 909 337 451 361382 22473 7
Asian 239 565 267915 296505 56940 24

Hispanic or Latino 109 504 121 774 136 761 27257 25
Two or More Races 33255 37659 86233 52978 159
Some Other Race 50368 53 021 73169 22 801 45
Black or African American 60515 48870 46725 13 790 23
American Indian or Alaskan Native 8 971 4024 6475 2496 28
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 3844 3359 3476 368 10

Source U S Decennial 2000 2010 and 2020 Census

The US Census cate4ories of race and ethnicitv are used to describe people of color in this analysis which differs from what

the Plannin Departnient uses in some of its analvsis Startim in Census 2000 individuals were presented with the option to

sclf-identifv with more than onc race and this continued with the 20 10 Census and has evolved in 2020 PeopIc who identify

with morc than one race may choose to providc multiple races in rcsponsc to the race qucstion The Ccnsus data on race and

ethnicity used in this section is based on population data indicating race alone and not in combination with other races

https www census 4ov topics 12opulation race about htmi

The Two or More Races population also referred to as the Multiracial population has changed considerably over the past

decade in the nation from 9 million people in 20 10 to 338 million people in 2020 a 276 increase The Some Other Race

alonc or in combination 2rouo also inercased si2nificant1v nationaltv bv 129

https www census gov newsroom pres s-re Icases 202 I population-changes-nations-diversity htmI
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As shown below in Graph F-8 the Asian population has experienced the largest increase in population in

the Surroundin Area over the past two decades followed by the Hispanic or Latino population 91 The

Surrounding Area has also experienced a significant increase in people of color who identify as Two or

More Races or Some Other Race along with increases in the Non-Hispanic or Latino White population
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1 000

Graph F-8 Population Change by Race in Surrounding Area 2000 to 2020

Population Change by Race in Surrounding Area 2000 to 2020

Non-H spare or Asian alone Hispanic or Latino Two or More Some Other Race Black orAtncan Annencan Indian Native Hawaiian or

Latino whi to Ra alone Annancan alone andAlaska Native Pachic Islander

alone alone

Source US Decennial 2000 2010 and 2020 Census

As indicated in the Housin 4 Element 2022 Update certain areas within San Francisco have higher

concentrations of race and ethnicity Figure F-5 shows areas that are heavily dominated by one racial or

ethnic group either by plurality the largest share of the population or majority more than 50 of the

population in the area The strength of the color in Figure F-2 indicates the extent to which one group is

more heavily present over another racial or ethnic group 12

91 The US Census has also evolved its survey rnethodologv with respect to Hispanic or Latino origin which also may contribute

to relative growth or declines in this ethnic group

https www census 4ovtol2ics population hispanic-ori llin aboutcomparinrace-and-hisl2anic-ori inhtml

12 https www sfhousin leiement ordraft-hotisin needs-assessinent-and-assessment-fair-housill
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Figure F-5 Planning to provide higher resolution map with Proposed Project and Surrounding Area
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Source Housing Element 2022 Update Draft Housing Needs Assessment and Assessment of Fair Housing Report March 2022 ACS 2019

5-Year Estimates

As shown above in Figure F-5 the Proposed Project is located in a census tract with an Asian

Majority Plurality based on an analysis of ACS 2019 5-Year estimates as shown by the dark purple

Several of the remaining census tracts in the Surrounding Area in both SoMa and the Tenderloin also

have a significant Asian population as indicated in shades of purple although a few nearby census tracts

have a slim gap in Non-Hispanic or Latino White Majority Plurality
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The Surroundin Area has maintained its diverse population with about three quarters of residents bein 4

people of color as of 2020 which is a higher proportion than the City as a whole as shown in Graph F-9

Similar to the City the Asian population represents the largest share of population in the Surrounding

Area while the Surrounding Area has higher proportions of residents who identify as Black or African

American and as Hispanic or Latino

Graph F-9 Distribution of Race and Ethnicity in Surrounding Area and City of San Francisco
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As indicated in the Housin 4 Element 2022 Update patterns in the concentration of extremely low and

very low income residents in San Francisco match patterns in the distribution of the people of color With

the largest shares of people of color being situated in similarareas to those with large shares of extremely

low and very low income populations showing clear links between race and ethnicity and income
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Filipino Community

The Housing Element 2022 Update includes a description of the history and displacement pressures

facing various racial and ethnic groups within the City including the Filipino community The following

section on the Filipino community is an excerpted summary from this assessment 91

The first Filipino immigrants arrived in the United States in the early 1900s following the annexation of

the Philippines after the Spanish-American War and Philippine-American War While Filipinos were

recruited to the United States to provide low cost agricultural labor they were denied the ability to

naturalize and were only considered American nationals At first most immigrated to Hawaii to pursue
work on sugar plantations but many arrived in California by the 1920s to pursue agricultural and service

work Filipino immigrants in San Francisco largely single men established the enclave of Manilatown on

the eastern border of Chinatown Many others settled in SoMa adjacent to a small Japanese enclave

They primarily lived in single-occupancy residential hotels Excluded from many jobs by white

Americans and limited in entrepreneurship by already established Chinese and Japanese business owners

Filipino Americans established fraternal societies barbershops and restaurants serving the Filipino

community

In the wake of WWII new laws granted some Filipinos the opportunity to naturalize and others to own

property in the US although employment opportunities remained largely limited to service and

agricultural work Additionally the expansion of the Financial District in the 1950s and 60s encouraged

by the city caused the outpricing and displacement of Filipino Americans living in residential hotels in

Manilatown This displacement reached a peak in 1978 when residents from the last remaining

residential hotel in Manilatown the International Hotel were finally evicted after a nearly decade long

fight from residents Filipino Americans and allied community members

Displaced Filipino residents resettled in SoMa Mission Excelsior or outside of San Francisco entirely

The growth of a Filipino community in SoMa in the 1960s and 70s however was also threatened due to

the Yerba Buena Redevelopment in central city Community activists including Filipino SoMa residents

successfully organized and won concessions from the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency including

the right to replacement housing and relocation Despite these struggles Filipino Americans established

businesses cultural and art collectives and organizations dedicated to advocating for housing and social

justice across the city and much of the Filipino cornmunity s cultural history and activities occur in the

SoMa neighborhood within the Surrounding Area

In order to understand how the Filipino population may have changed in the Surrounding Area over the

past two decades an analysis was perforined usinz the best available data frorn the US Census reardin4

the Filipino population While 2000 and 20 10 Census has published data regarding the Filipino ethnic

group the 2020 Census data on the Filipino ethnic group has not yet been released The most current data

on the Filipino population is published in the 2020 5-year American Community Survey 2020 ACS
which provides a representative survey of the population

2020 ACS data for the Filipino population in individual census tracts in the SoMa and Tenderloin

neighborhoods within the Surrounding Area is not statistically reliable due to the relatively small

population size When the population data rc4ardin the Filipino ethnic 4roup is a 44re4ated across

all census tracts within the Surrounding Area the data is more statistically reliable with a summated

margin of error of Uproximately 20 and thus this data is used to estimate the 2020 Filipino

population 94

93 See pages 78 through 79 of the Draft Housing Needs Assessment and Assessment of Fair Housing Report which reference

numerous historical documents that were used as sources for this summary
94

https www census i ov acswww methodoloivsample-size-and-data-qtiality
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Graph F 10 shows the estimated Zrowth in the Filipino population using actual reported data from the

2000 and 20 10 Census and a 2020 estimate of current Filipino population in the Surrounding Area based

on the percenta e of Filipino population 87 in the Surrounding Area accordin Z to the 2020 5-yea

ACS This data indicates that the Filipino population has likely remained stable or grown over the-past

two decades in the SuiTounding Area The Surrounding Area also has a higher proportion of Filipino

residents than the City as about 3 of the City's 2020 population is Filipino according to the 2020

ACS 15
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Graph F-10 Growth in Filipino Population in Surrounding Area
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Note The Filipino population includes those that identify as Filipino alone or in any combination with another group The estimate of the

Filipino population in 2020 is based on same percentage share of total population 87 in the 2020 5-Year ACS which reports a

statistical count with a summated margin of error of approximately 20

Source U S Decennial 2000 2010 and 2020 Census and 2020 5-Year ACS

95 The Filipino population inclUdes those that identify as Filipino alone or in any combination with another group
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Housing Pipeline

The Proposed Project will contribute to the future development of housing in the City as will many other

developments across the City The San Francisco housing pipeline consists of development projects that

would add housing units applications for which have been formally submitted to the Planning

Department or the Department of Building Inspection DBI 91 Housing pipeline projects are at various

stazes of development includin z applications having been filed to entitlements secured as well as from

building permits approved and issued to projects under construction as of Q4 2021 This analysis

primarily relies on data provided by the Planning Department and DBI but also incorporates updated data

from MOHCD regarding affordable housing developments that are in the housing pipeline in the One

Mile Radius Please refer to Appendix E for a summary of residential developments in the housing

pipeline in the One Mile Radius by various stages of planning permitting and construction

About 4000 new affordable housing units exclusive of ADUs are in the housing pipeline to be built

within the One Mile Radius including about 2700 new affordable units within the Surrounding Area as

indicated in Table F-7 About 27 of all housing units in the pipeline within the Surrounding Area are

affordable units which is a h4-Ther percenta e than in the City and the One Mile Radius

Overall about 19500 new housing units are in the housing pipeline to be built within the One Mile

Radius including about 7200 housing units within the Surrounding Area About 26 of the City's

housing pipeline is within the One Mile Radius which includes about 13 in the Surrounding Area This

is significantly lower than the 50 o share of historical housing production that occurred since 2005 in the

One Mile Radius and the 24 share of historical housing production in the Surrounding Area as shown

in Table F-2 This indicates that other areas of the City will likely experience greater housing growth in

the future than these areas surroundinz the Proposed Project

Table F-7 Housing Pipeline in Geographic Areas as of Q4 2021

Pipeline Planned Units as of Q4 2021

South of

Market Tenderloin

Surrounding

Area

Remaining

One Mile

Radius

One Mile

Radius

Remaining

City Areas San Francisco

100 Affordable Housing Units

InclusionaU Housing Units

1091

853

403

377

1494

1230

467

858

1961

208

3657

971

5 618

1180

Affordable Units 1944 780 2724 1 325 4049 13372 17 421

Percent Affordable Units 28 25 2 7Yo 14 21 24 231o

Distfibblion of Citywide Affordable Units in Pipeline 11 4 16 8 23 77 100

Accessory Dwelling Units ADU 2 26 28 72 100 828 928

Pipeline Affordable Units With AIDUs 1946 806 2752 1 397 4149 14 200 18349

Market Rate Units 4947 2270 7217 8174 15391 40438 55829

Pipeline Housing Units Net 6893 3076 9969 9571 19540 54638 74178

FDistfibution of Citywide Housig Pipeline 1
9

1 41 IN
1 131 261 74

1
100

Source San Francisco Planning Department Department of Building Inspection Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development

96 The Plannin Department and DBI data housing pipchne only includcs those pro6ects with a land use or building permit

application and projects vary in size from single units to largr multi-ycar developmcnt programs under 40in2 environmcntal

review The reported data is based on net housinl units which represent the net increase of housing units withOLIt counting

existin 4 housin 4 units that were replaced on the site

httpssfplannin zor4project pipeline-report

97 MOHCD provided data on the proposed affordable housing devc1opments that are planned or underway in the One Milc

Radius that is reficcted in this analvsis which includcs updated data rc llarding the proposed numbcr of affordable units and

information refzardin j projects that may not havc received land use approvals yet but are anticipated to receive approvals given

streamlining for affordable housimz
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As described above about 4000 new affordable units exclusive of AQUs are in the housin pipeline to

be built within the One Mile Radius which includes about 1900 affordable units in South of Market

about 800 affordable units in the Tenderloin and about 1300 affordable units in the Remaining One Mile

Radius outside of the Surroundin Area as indicated in Graph F-9 below About 30 of the affordable

units in the pipeline 1200 affordable units within the One Mile Radius are currently in construction of

which about 1000 affordable units 80 are located in the Surrounding Area

Graph F-9 Distribution of Affordable Units in Pipeline Within One Mile Radius as of Q4 2021
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Source San Francisco Planning Department Department of Building Inspection Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development

9 Refer to Exhibit E for more information rel4arding the Planning and construction status of housing units in the pipeline in the

One Mile Radius
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Evaluation of Potential Gentrification and Residential Displacement

Impacts from Proposed Project

This section evaluates potential gentrification and residential displacement impacts that could occur due

to the Proposed Project In summary ihis evaluation finds the followin F

Gentrification is a broad pattern of neighborhood change typically characterized by increases in the

number of higher income households and increases in home values and or rents over an extended

period of time for example ten years or more reas surrounding the Proposed Project have

experienced earlyongoing gentrification or advanced gentrification according to the Urban

DiSDIacement Proiect

While the Proposed Project would likely add about 400

households of above moderate income the distribution of renter households by income level would

not change ttgfttftean ysubstantially and the proportion of above moderate income households with

incomes of 150 000 or more would be substaiitiallys less than the City as a whole In

addition the planned pipeline of affordable housing in the Surrounding Area coupled with the

residential anti-displacement strate lies would address both gentrification and displacement pressures

as further described below

Physical direct displacement occurs as the result of eviction acquisition rehabilitation or

demolition of a property or the expiration of covenants on rent-restricted or income-restricted

housing No direct physical residential displacement would occur from the Proposed Project as it is

currently a parking lot without any buildings that house residents

conomic indirect displacement of residents has likely occurred historically within the

Surrounding Area and the One Mile Radius of the Proposed Project

Thus this section

analvzes whether the ProDosed Prolect could result in indirect disolacement after its construction

As it is not known whether residential displacement mqy affect some existin14 residents this

memorandum analyzes potential residential displacement impacts based on the research results and

methodology presented in UDP's March 2022 Policy Brief I Policy Brief 1 which was described in

Section E of this memorandum 19

While the Planning Department had previously determined that substantial evidence did not establish

a correlation between market rate housing development and the rate of involuntary displacement

UQP's March 2022 Policy Brief I studies how new market rate housin 4 production affects residential

displacement in the Bay Area and finds that new market-rate housing production may increase

displacement for lower income people under certain circumstances

UDP's research indicates that new market-rate housing production slightly increases displacement for

lower income people but the increase in rates of displacement involuntary moves for very low to

moderate socio-economic groups are not as high as commonly believed at 05 percent to 2 percen
above normal rates while statin T that more research is needed to understand these effects in different

contexts and over the long term

0 Based on applying the research methodology described in Policy Brief 1 the projected range o

residential displacement impacts frorn the market rate units in the Proposed Project are 10 to 41

households and this range of displacement impacts could be addressed by one mid-size apartment

building with entirely affordable or subsidized units

9 https www urbandisplaceiiient or4wp-content tiploads2022 03IGS I New-Production Brief 030122pdf
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Given the residential anti-displacement strategies of the Proposed Project and those being

implemented in the Surroundin 4 Area by the City that will produce 2700 affordable housin 4 units

residential displacement from the Proposed Project will be largely addressed

In addition to physical displacement and economic displacement lower income households can

experience exclusion or exclusionary displacement which occurs when these households cannot

afford to move in to an area given the cost of housing relative to their household income which

typically is the result of rising rents and or home prices that contribute to the area becoming

exclusive

As previously indicated by CoStar rent data average rents for market rate units in the

Surrounding Area are more affordable and have increased at a slower pace than inflation over the

past two decades These market conditions coupled with the relatively high vacancy rate of 7 1

compared to historical vacancies indicates that the Surrounding Area is not experiencing a rapid

rise in rents

While market rents are more affordable in the Surroundinf_y Area the average market rent in the

Surrounding Area is currently only affordable to moderate income households and not lower

income households which indicates some level of exclusion However this is true for many
neighborhoods across San Francisco and in the Bay Area and is considered an existing condition

according to CEQA
The Proposed Project would4 include 73 onsite inclusionary units that woul 4 be affordable to

very low low and moderate income households and 422 market rate units that WOL1164 likely

have market rents that are affordable to above moderate income households

While the market rate units will contribute to exclusion the residential anti-displacement

strategies of the Proposed Project and those being implemented in the Suirounding Area by the

City will address exclusion

As further described below the residential anti-displacement strategies that are incon orated into the

Proposed Project as well as those being implemented by the City would likely address potential

economic indirect and exclusionary displacement impacts from the Proposed Project on existing

residents fivinp in t e Surrounding Area

These residential anti-displacement strategies include the protection of about three-quarters of

residential units in the Surroundjn Area that are affordable housin 4 or subject to rent control as

well as the planned production of about 2700 units of affordable housing including the 73 onsite

inclusionary units that would be part of the Proposed Project and those that the Proposed Project

would help fund
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9 Gentrification Trends and Impacts From Proposed Promect

According to maps published on the Urban Displacement Project UDP website as of July 2022 areas

throughout the Bay Area region and in San Francisco have experienced or are at risk of gentrification

displacement or exclusion due to increasing housin z costs the high cost of housing in comparison to

household incomes especially for lower income households and the lack of new housin supplv

including affordable housing among other factors As described earlier UDP revised its typology to

describe these conditions in 2020 10

FiYure G I below shows the components of the UQP 2020 typology which include an evaluation of

whether an area is at risk susceptible or experiencing displacement gentrification or exclusion In

summary the typology measures three different conditions that may be occurring in an area that is

defined by census tract boundaries

0 Gentrification is measured based on changes in the income mix of an area and increase in housing

costs or above reLional median chanue in aDartment rents and home Drices

0 Displacement is measured based on the proportion of low income households or the loss of low

income households

Exclusion is evaluated according to risk factors for becoming exclusive based on housing

affordability including whether lower income households can afford typical market rents and rapid

increases in home prices and rents that will inhibit affordability

Figure G-1 Urban Displacement Promect Typology
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As shown in Fiure G-2 below all of the census tracts in the SoMa neizhborhood and in the southern

areas of the Tenderloin borderin Market Street in the Surrounding Area have experienced earlyongoing

gentrification or advanced gentrification as indicated by the medium and dark shades of puflle
10 1 The

census tract surroundin Z the Proposed Project is experiencing eqrlyonWin Z f4entrification A few census

tracts within the Tenderloin have experienced ongoing displacement or are low income areas that are

susceptible to displacement as indicated in the medium to dark shades of blue

While areas outside of the Surrounding Area within the One Mile Radius have also experienced or are

susceptible to gentrification and displacement other areas within the One Mile Radius are at risk of

exclusion or experiencing exclusion as indicated in the different shades of orange in F44ure F-2 The

Transbay areas immediately to the east of SoMa and the Proposed Project are experiencing

stable advanced exclusiveness as indicated by the dark orange shades

Figure G-2 Urban Displacement Promect Typology Map
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gentrification-and-displacement

As indicated in Figure G-2 while gentrification has occurred historically within the Surroundin z Are

and the One Mile Radius according to the Urban Displacement Project

101 As indicated in the Housing Element Update 2022 Report the UD1 displacement and gentrification maps have been created to

better understand and Dredict where aentrification and diSDIacement was harlDeninL and would likelv occur in the Bav Area

throwh a con-nnunitv-euaged research process The Ilentrification and displacement typology maps summarize housin

market dynamics and displacement and Ilcntrification risk into categlories typologies at the census tract level These maps
are based on 2018 data and these mal2s are undergoing another update in 2022 to incorporate new data on rni 4ration patterns

httpswww urbandisplacement or4maps sf-bay-area-gentrificatioii-and-displaceinent
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The Proposed Project would include 422 market rate units and 73 onsite inclusionary units that would be

provided at below market rate rents that are affordable to very low low or moderate income households

0 While the rent levels of the 422 market rate units are not known at this time average i arket rents

would likely range between 3350 to 4350 per month based on information provided by ALH in

the Revised 469 Stevenson Street Alternatives Economic Analysis in 2021 1112

The lower end of the range reflects market rents based on a November 2020 survey performed by

Greystar which weressubstanfially impacted due to the pandemic

The higher end of the range is based on a 27 to 30 increase from the November 2020 market

rent levels which reflects more nonnalized market conditions 101

As indicated previously with CoStar data while market rents have increased in San Francisco and

the Surroundin Area since 2020 rent levels still have not recovered to pre-pandemic 2019 levels

so the upper range may not be realized in the near term

0 Based on this range of market rent levels average market rents in the Proposed Project would be

affordable to above moderate income households which would likely increase the number of above

moderate income households in the Surrounding Area by about 400 households based on a typical

average occupancy level of 9510 for market rate units 104

An average monthly rent level of 3350 is affordable to a household income of 134 000 which

is equivalent to a household at about 12 1 AMI as of 2022

A rent level of 4350 per month is affordable to a household income of 174000 which is

equivalent to a household at about 157 AMI as of 2022

This analysis indicates that the market rate units in the Proposed Project would increase the number of

above moderate income households in the Surrounding Area while the onsite inclusionaEy units would

increase the number of very low low and moderate income households While the addition of about 400

households of above moderate income could intensify gentrification pressures in the Surrounding Area

the distribution of renter households by income level would not change srsubstantially with

the Proposed Project and the proportion of above moderate income households with incomes of 150 000
or more would be substanfiallyt less than the City as a whole 1115 In addition the planned

pipeline of affordable housing in the Surrounding Area coupled with the residential anti-displacemen

stratef4ies would address both Zentrifi catlon and displacement pressures as further described below

1112 Reviscd 469 Stewnson Street Alternatives Economic Analysis ALH Urban Rc 4ional Economics March 8 202 1

103 The lower end of the rent range is based on the averaize market inonthly rents shown in the market rate apartment section of

Exhibit 2 of this revised analysis and reflects market rents based on a November 2020 SUrvey performed by Greystar The

higher end of the range is based on a 27 to 30 increase in the November 2020 rent levels which reflect more normalized

market conditions according to ALH and were used to denionstrate improved financial feasibility as shown in Table 4 of the

Revised 469 Stevenson Street Alternatives Economic Analvsis

104
This analysis uses the 30 affordability standard and assuines a two person household corrcspondin with a household

income level for a one bedrooln Unit at Tier I per MOHCD and assumes a 5 percent vacancy rate consistent witb the

analysis in Section F
https sfii-iohcd orgsitesdefault files 2022 AMI-RentLiillits-HMFA-ForMOHsfpd

105 The renter household income distribution with the Proposcd Project is estimatcd assuming that all houscholds of markct ratc

units havc household incomes of 150 000 or more The analysis assumes a 5 vacancy rate for market rate units and 3
vacancy rate for affordable units based on the unit distribution of the Proposed Project shown in Table C-2
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Graph G-1 Comparison of Renter Household Income Distribution in Surrounding Area With and Without

Proposed Project and San Francisco
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The renter household income distribution with Proposed Project is estimated based on the analysis

of market rents and household incomes described in this section

Source ALH Urban Economics 2020 5-Year American Community Survey ACS

10 Range of Residential Displacement Impacts From Proposed Promect

As indicated in Policy Brief 1 about 10 of the US population moves each year UDP's analysis

indicates that new market rate housing production may increase displacement for lower income people

under certain circumstances but the increase in rates of residential displacement involuntary moves for

very low to moderate income socio-economic groups are not as high as previously suspected at 05 to 2

percent above normal rates

As Policy Brief I indicates in its conclusion the potential impacts from a new market rate development

would be calculated as follows assuming the upper end of the range at 2 percent

While in a normal year 10 of households might move out a construction year will mean that

12 move outperyearfor the nextfouryears If a blockgroup houses 500 households then 50

move out in a typical year but 60 might move out each year post construction for a total of 40

displaced households overfour years Thus displacement impacts ffirom new development could

be mitigated with one mid-size apartment building with entirely affordable or subsidized units

The residential displacement impacts from the Proposed Project at 469 Stevenson Street were projected

using the same methodology deployed in Policy Brief 1

Based on applying its methodology the projected range of displacement impacts from the Proposed

Project are 10 to 41 households as shown in Table G I below
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Table G-1

Projected Range of Displacement Impacts From the Proposed Project

Projected Range of Displacement

Range of Annual Potential Impacts Over Four Years

Block Group 2 Displacement ImpactS2 Rounded 2

Census Tract

1 1
176 02

1
050 2

1
050 2

1

1
Number of Households

1
510

1
255 1020

1
10 41

1

1 The Proposed Project is located in Block Group 2 Census Tract 17602 which has 510 households according to the 2020 Census

2 The potential range of displacement impacts is estimated based on the Urban Displacement Project methodology which is contained in

Policy Brief 1 https www urbandisplacement orgwp-content uploads202203IGS 1 New-Production Brief 030122pd

The methodoloqV estimates t4e4a4Qe-ef-displacement involuntary moves from new market rate development to range And nd PAtes the

RG FaRge Of POIeRllal 91FRaGeMeRl IFRD

households annualIV multiplied bV the four Vear period post construction

between 5 to 2 of existing

afferGaBie er 961

Source Urban Displacement Project US Decennial Census 2020

As Policy Brief I UDP indicates this range of displacement impacts could be addressed by one mid-size

apartment building with entirely affordable or subsidized units As further described below the Proposed

Project would be required to provide 73 onsite affordable housing units and S8 million in housing fees

that could potentially support between 27-40 units of additional affordable hougagAn addition

numerous affordable housing developments in the Sufr-ounding Area are in the development pipeline in

the Surrounding Area which-x 4 include about 1500 affordable housing units in 100 affordable

housing developments and about 1200 inclusionary units including the Proposed Project if built which

will greatly exceed what is recommended in the UDP study Furthermore about three quarters of all

housin 4 units in the Surroundin Area are estimated to be protected from residential displacement

Coupled with the residential anti-displacement strategies described below the potential residential

displacement impacts from the Proposed Project afe likelycould to-be fH41-y-addressed by these

measuFesstrateYies because the residential anti displacement strate Yies include substantial

more than the production of one mid-sized affordable housing development with entirely affordable or

subsidized units which is the recommended mitigation in the UDP Policy Brief 1
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Residential Anti-D is placement Strategies of the Proposed Promect

The Proposed Project would include required and voluntary residential anti disp lacernent stratMi es

focused on the production of affordable housing and market rate housing as shown in Figure G-1

Figure G-1 Description of Residential Anti-Displacement Strategies of Proposed Promect

Strategy Description Proposed by the 469 Stevenson Project

Housing Production

Affordable and market rate housing Production of affordable housing and market rate housing Required Provision of 422 market rate and 73 affordable apartment

production including inclusionary housing with rental housing application units plus funding for additional affordable housing

assistance by DAHLIA

Inclusionary housing zoning Inclusion of affordable housing within mixed incomemarket rate Required 73 on-site inclusionary housing units affordable to very low

developments low and moderate income households

Affordable housing impact fees Fees in-lieu of building units Required 8000000 with MOHCD intention to direct funding toward

affordable housing in SoMa

Jobs-housing balance or Non-residential linkage fees Same as above

commercial impactfees

Land dedication for affordable San Francisco Public Land for Housing California Surplus Land Voluntary Donation of property at 59 6th Street for community benefit

housing Act use such as affordable housing open space and recreation or a

community facility

Homelessness prevention and Core programs to prevent homelessness Voluntary Efforts to negotiate lease with owner of Helen Hotel at 166

supportive services and housing and provide supportive housing include permanent supportive Turk Street for lease of their ground floor space for urban rest and

housing transitional housing coordinated entry shelter street sleep center to assist persons at risk of homelessness

outreach health care and support services

See Appendix D for further information regarding anti-displacement strategies and relevant sources of information

Source City and County of San Francisco Proiect Sponsor

Housing Production The required and voluntaLy residential antidi sp acerrient stratefzies of the

Proposed Project would consist of the following housing production strategies as further described in

Figure G I and Section C of this memorandum

Required provision of 73 onsite affordable housin units affordable to yea low low and moderate

income households in addition to 422 market rate units that will help address market rate demand

0 Required payment of 8 million in housing fees that could potentially support between 27-40 units of

additional affordable housinu units in the SurroundinL Area

0 Voluntary donation of property in the vicinity of the Proposed Project at 59 6th Street for communit

benefit use that could include affordable housin 4

Voluntary efforts to negotiate a lease for an urban rest and sleep center Helen Hotel at 166 Turk

Street
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12 City-Led Residential Anti-Displacement Strategies

As described in prior sections of this memorandum the City of San Francisco is undertalking a

Community Stabilization initiative and Affordable Housing Strategy to stabilize communities address

displacement impacts and produce more affordable housing The draft Housing Element 2022 Update

presents numerous policies and actions that are focused on addressin Housinf4 Element Objective 3c

which seeks to Eliminate community displacement within areas vulnerable to displacement The draft

Cultural History Housing and Economic Sustainability Strategy CHHESS for the SOMA Pilipinas

Filipino Cultural Heritmw District SOMA Pilipinas CHQ also recommends several strate Zies aimed at

addressing potential residential and cultural displacement impacts

As described in the research literature residential anti-displacement strategies are generally characterized

as follows and the City is implementing strategies in all three categories in the Surrounding Area

Housing Production including 100 affordable housing and inclusionary housing Numerous

developinents in the surrounding area of the SoMa and Tenderloin neighborhoods are in the City's

development pipeline which-A44 include about 1500 affordable housing units in 100 affordable

housing developments and about 1200 inclusionary units including the Proposed Project if built

which will ffeatly exceed what is recommended in the UQP study

Housing Preservation The City has implemented a broad range of preservation strategies including

preservation of federally subsidized housing no-net-loss one-for-one replacement strategies SRO
residential hotel rent and conversion controls property rehabilitation and preservation programs such

as the PASS program including buildings with high proportion of Filipino tenants and facilitated

land banking community control

Tenant Protection and Housing Stabilization In addition to the preservation strategies described

above the City has funded and facilitated programs tenant protection and housing stabilization

strategies including tenant rental assistance to lower income households rent stabilization and

control tenant counselin and ri ht to legal counsel the Code Enforcement Outreach Program

CEOP and SRO Collaborative Program tenant right to purchase foreclosure assistance and other

homeowner assistance progra s and Individual Development Accounts IDA
Working in collaboration with Planning staff each of the City's residential anti-displacement strategies

was analyzed to determine whether

0 The strategy is part of a City-led strategy that is being implemented in the Surrounding Area of SoMa
and Tenderloin

A similarstrategy is recommended in the draft SOMA Pilipinas CHD CHHESS

The strategy is being proposed by the Proposed Project and whether it is a required component of the

Proposed Project or being voluntarily proposed by the Project Sponsor

As indicated in Figure F-3 below all of the City-le residential anti-displacement strategies that were

identified by the research review are being implemented in the SoMa and Tenderloin neighborhoods

Several similarhousing preservation tenant protection and housing stabilization strategies are also being

recommended by the SOMA Pilipinas CHD CHHESS

The draft SOMA Pilipinas CHD CHHESS released in June 2022 presents recommendations and strate ies to preserve the

cultural heritage of the Filipino community and was prepared based on a year-long community engagement process led by

SOMA Pilipinas which include fOCLIS 4roups interviews and feedback from numerous residents CUltural preservation is one

of six areas of focus in the CHHESS strate0es and reconin-iendations alongside tenant protections arts and CUlture economic

and workforce development place keeping and place making and cultural competencv
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Figure F-3 Summary of Residential Anti-Displacement Strategies

Surrounding Area SOMA Pilipinas Filipino Cultural Heritage District and Proposed Project

City-Led Strategies Similar Strategy in

Implemented in SOMA Pilipinas
Proposed by the 469

Residential Anti-Displacement Strategies Surrounding Area Filipino Cultural
Stevenson Project

SoMa and Heritage District

Tenderloin CHHESS

Housing Production

Affordable and market rate housing production x X Required

Inclusionary housinglzoning x X Required

Accessory dwelling units ADUs X

Affordable housing impact fees x Required

Jobs-housing balance or commercial impact fees x Required

Expedited permitting and developer incentives including Housing Overlay Zones X

Reduced parking requirements for affordable housing X Required

Land dedication for affordable housing X Voluntary

Homelessness prevention and supportive services and housing x Voluntary

Tax incentives and tax funded programs for affordable housing X

Voter Authorized Funding Bonds X

Housing Preservation

Preservation of federally subsidized housing X

Condominium conversion ordinances x

No-net-loss one-for-one replacement strategies x

Single-room occupancy SRO hotels rent and conversion controls x x

Property rehabilitation and preservation including buildings
with

high proportion of
Filipino

tenants X X

Land banking community control x X

Tenant Protection and Housing Stabilization

Tenant rental assistance x X

Rent stabilization control x X

Tenant counseling and
right

to
legal

counsel X

Code Enforcement Outreach Program CEOP and SRO Collaborative Program x

Just-Cause eviction policy x

Tenant right to purchase X X

Foreclosure assistance X

Homeowner assistance programs and Individual Development Accounts IDA x X

Key to indicators

X Indicates that this strategy is being undertaken or proposed

Required Indicates that this strategy is being proposed and is required for the Proposed Project

Voluntary Indicates that this strategy is being voluntarily proposed by the Project Sponsor

See Appendix D for further information regarding anti-displacement strategies and sources

Source Urban Displacement Project City and County of San Francisco SOMA Pilipinas Filipino Cultural Heritage District CHHESS

June 2022 Draft

The complete set of exhibits that describe each residential anti-displacement strategy are included in

Appendix D These exhibits include infonnation regarding the City Program Leads examples of how
these strate Jes are being implemented in the Surroundin z Area and a surnmary description of the

required and voluntary anti-displacement strategies of the Proposed Project These exhibits also reference

the sources that were used to compile these strategies which are indicated by source number references in

the last column of the exhibits that present the anti-displacement strategies
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Evaluation of Potential Cultural Displacement Impacts from

Proposed Project

This section evaluates potential cultural displacement impacts associated with the SoMa Pilipinas

Filipino Cultural Herita le District Soma Pilipinas CHD that may occur from the Proposed Project I

summary this evaluation finds the following

No physical direct displacement-of historic resources or cultural assets associated with the Filipino

community would occur frorn the Proposed Project as it is currently a parking lot without any

buildings that house businesses or community organizations

conomic indirect displacement of cultural assets may have occurred historically in the

SOMA Pilipinas CHD

A review of academic research indicates that research studies use different definitions and

methodologies to measure cultural displacement and comparatively few research studies have been

done to measure cultural displacement impacts from new development on cultural assets as

compared with research regarding potential residential displacement impacts For these reasons it is

not possible to quantify or know with certainty if the proposed project will result in cultural

displacement

As described earlier cultural displacement is defined in this ineinorandum as displacement that

occurs when there is a loss of historically and culturally significant institutions organizations and

businesses associated with a particular race ethnicity or other culturally significant group which ca

be accompanied by residential displacement

Potential cultural displacement impacts from the Proposed Project are analyzed by an evaluation of

non-residential and residential cultural assets that are associated with the Filipino community

accordin i4 to SOMA Pilipinas and an evaluation ol'FiIii3inO hiStEFie FeSE tffeeS in the vieinity of thee

Filial VISHal 11flB

The evaluation analyzes the location of each cultural asset and its potential protection from

displacement given its location on a public property or a non profit property that is owned or

under a lon4 term ground lease with a non profit organization because these locations would

likely be less vulnerable to displacement given their public andor non profit pup2ose and

mission Additionally the evaluation identifies if any CUItUral asset is located on a property

containin 4 The desienatt'on of historic resources The designation of a property as an historic

resource can 4eV-Vfy-ej4rcduce the potential for culturalldisIaccmcnt as the buildings must be

preserved and rehabilitated consistent with relevant Federal State and or local require
although these designations do not prevent changes in occupancy or use

The evaluation indicates that the Proposed Proiect would not likely increase the risk of cultural

displacement on most non-residential and residential cultural assets

Almost all of the non residential cultural assets that are non profit organizations appear to be

located on non profit property

All of the non-residential community landmarks are on public or non profit property

None of the businesses identified as non residential cultural assets are legacy businesses Only

three businesses appear to have been at the same location or located nearby in SoMa for more

than nine years This indicates that business turnover has likely occurred historically in the

SOMA Pilipinas CHD and will likely continue to occur

4iewith or without the Proposed Project Two Filipino businesses are located on non profit
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property and three businesses are located on propertics that are ldcntificd as historic rcsourccs

and are associated with the Filipino hi-AR-4je ve-selffee-scommunity

Residential cultural assets aFe FeSidentiaj btiildin 4s tha have a high proportion of Filipino

residents accordituZ to SOMA Pilipinas and all of these buildins are protected as affordable

housing or rent controlled according to the San Francisco Rent Ordinance SF Administrative

Code Chapter 37
The evaluation indicates that the followingen I I II 1y two historic resources assoc'ated with the Filipino

community are located within the vicinity of the Proposed Prwoc-t

The Bayanihan House at 1010 Mission Street 80-96 611 Street is owned by a non profit and is

the location of several of the non-residential cultural assets including five non profit

organizations and two businesses

The Mint Mall at 953 Mission Street 951-957 Mission has been owned by the same private

family for many years and is the location of two non-residential cultural assets including a non

profit senior resource center and a restaurant

The research literature also indicates that new development such as the Proposed Project can

potentially benefit existing residents as well as culturally significant orZanlzatlons and businesses

when accompanied by anti-displacement strategies

As further described below the cultural anti-displacement strategies that are incon2orated into the

Proposed Project as well as those being implemented by the City would likely address cultural

displacement impacts of the Proposed Project

1 Potential Cultural Displacement Impacts on Filipino Community

The Filipino community has a long history within the City and SoMa neighborhood as described in the

Filipino Heritage Addendum to the South of Market Historic Context Statement March 2013 As this

Addendum describes the South of Market neii4hborwod is emblematic of both the strw4vles an

achievements of Filipino immigrants in the San Francisco Bay Area While sizeable Filipino communities

exist in other areas such as Daly City Union City and Vallejo the South of Market neighborhood

continues to serve as a touchstone for Filipinos seeking to connect with their cultural heritage The

neighborhood has traditionally served as a first stop for iminigrants-particularly during the post 1965

wave of Filipino immigration The SoMa neighborhood continues to be the location where most

important Filipino cultural celebrations are held in San Francisco 101

The SOMA Pillpinas Filipino Cultural Heritage District SOMA Pilipinas CHD was recognized as a

district in 2016 prior to the creation of the City's cultural district program in 2018 The SOMA Pilipinas

CHD is generally bounded by Market Second Brannan and Eleventh streets which is largely

coterminous with the SoMa neighborhood and includes a few buildings of cultural significance that are

outside the SoMa neighborhood the International Hotel Iloilo Circle Building Gran Oriente Filipino

Masonic Temple and Rizal Apartments now known as San Lorenzo Ruiz Center The SOMA Pilipinas

CHD is one of nine cultural districts that have been established to preserve strengthen and promote

cultural communities and its Zoals are to support legacy businesses nonprofits community arts and

traditions 101

1117

littps default sfplannin 10r l Preservation central soma hrsSOMA Filipino Heritage HCS Final Report-031313 pd

httLis sfbosor4sites default files oO I 26-18 pd
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The 2013 Filipino Herita e Addendum to the South of Market Historic Context Statement Filipino

Heritage Addendum lists and describes Filipino social heritaze resources in SoMa based on research and

oral histories conducted by Page and Turnbull The Filipino Heritage Addendum describes individual

assets in the South of Market area that the Filipino community has identified as being a valuable and

important part of the Filipino culture and history while noting that some of these individual assets no

longer exist or have relocated prior to its publication in March 2013

Many of the Filipino social heritage resources listed in the Filipino Heritage Addendum have been

identified by SOMA Pilipinas in the list of cultural assets on its website'09 andor are included on the

SOMA Pilipinas Filipino CHD Map which is shown below on Figure H 1 11

SOMA Pillpinas also provided a list of non-residential and residential cultural assets to the Planning

Department in 2022 as part of the preparation of the draft SOMA Pilipinas CHD CHHESS Based on a

review of buildirus and Darks on various lists of cultural assets the cultural diSDIacement analvsis

analvzes the cultural assets on the 2022 SOMA Pill inas list and evaluates their Drotection frorn Dotential

cultural displacement impacts from the Proposed Project

The cultural displacement analysis focuses on two types of Filipino cultural assets provided by SOMA
Pilipinas non-residential and residential cultural assets Residential cultural assets are residential

buildings that have a high proportion of Filipino residents according to SOMA Pilipinas

The cultural displacement analysis is based on the best available information that was provided by the

Planning Department and the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development as well as

information contained in the Filipino Heritage Addendum to the South of Market Historic Context

Statement Draft SOMA Pilipinas CHD CHHESS SOMA Pilipinas website and the websites of the

cultural assets

g Location of Filipino Cultural Assets

All of the Filipino cultural assets were analyzed in terms of their location including whether they are

located in the SoMa neighborhood which is largely coterminous with the SOMA Pilipinas CHD and in

the vicinity of the Proposed Project within the SoMa neighborhood

SoMa S As described earlier the SOMA Pilipinas CHD is largely coterminous with the SoMa
nei6borhood and contains inost of the Filipino cultural assets

SoMa in the vicinity of Proposed Project S The Proposed Project is located at 469 Stevenson

Street in the SoMa neighborhood within the SOMA Pilipinas CHD between Market and Mission

Streets and Fifth and Sixth Streets

Voluntary cultural anti-displacernent strategies would provide benefits in the vicinity of the

Proposed Project

09

benefits in the Vieiflity0f the PfopoSed PfojeC4

Tenderloin T The Tenderloin nei6borhood i s not included in the SOMA Pilipinas CHD Only the

St Boniface Church and three Filipino businesses on the 2022 list of cultural assets are located in the

Tenderloin nei4hborhood I
I

I

9
httLis www omapilipinas orcultural-asset

11
0haps 8static 1 squarespace com stafic 5b2c3 Ob5 86 13 05e3 d64 I e8 I t 60673 5 a I bda5 6a5 896aS I fee 16173 76673 646SOMAPili

12inas map202I pdf

httpsSfbos or4sitesdefault files oO 126-1 8pd
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South Park SP South Park has cultural significance to the Filipino community given the historical

presence of Filipino or4anizations such as the Gran Oriente Filipino Masonic Temple South Park is

not located near the Proposed Project and would not likely be affected by the Proposed Project
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Figure H-1 Map of Cultural Assets

SOMA Pilipinas Filipino Cultural Heritage District
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h Analysis of Filipino Non-Residential Cultural Assets

As described above SOMA Pilipinas provided a list of cultural assets to the Planning Department in

2022 which is considered the most up-to-date list of non-residential cultural assets from the Filipino

community The cultural assets are organized according to three categories non profit organizations

community landmarks and businesses which correspond with the designations on the SOMA Pilipinas

CHD map in Figure H 1 112

0 Non Profit Ort4anizafions NPO A broad variety of non profit organizations are considered Filipino

cultural assets which include arts churches and service organizations

0 Community Landmarks CL The SOMA Pilipinas CHD also includes community landmarks that

consist of schools parks community centers and arts-focused public buildin S

0 Businesses B Filipino businesses include eating and drinking establishments retail stores and

personal services such as a barber shop and dry cleaners

These non-residential cultural assets are summarized and evaluated in Table H I in terms of their

location type of cultural asset potential protection according to their location in a public or non profi

property and whether they are located jftA F4jpj2oon a site containing a historic resource 13 As shown in

Table H-1 thirteen non-residential cultural assets are located in the vicinity of the Proposed Project with
location indicator of S most of which are located in an historic resource

The non-residential cultural assets were also evaluated to understand how long they have been located in

SoMa based on a comparison of their 2022 address with the address that was referenced in the Filipino

Heritage Addendum published in 2013 Almost all of the non profit organizations and community
landmarks have been located at the same address in SoMa for the past decade or moved nearby within a

few blocks in SoMa1 14

Almost all of the Filipino businesses are retail establishments Most of the Filipino businesses identified

as cultural assets by SOMA Pilipinas in 2022 were not referenced in the Filipino Herita le Addendum or

indicated on Figure H-1 Only Arkipelago Bookstore JT Restaurant under former name of Filipinas

Restaurant and Celia's In and Out Cleaners were referenced in the Filipino Heritaf e Addendum

Retail businesses experience increasing closure rates as they age according to retail establishment data

compiled by the US Bureau of Labor Statistics BLS While annual business closure and survival rates

differ depending on the year when retail businesses are established and the economic conditions that

occur thereafter typically only about 70 of retail businesses survive more than two years of business

50 survive after the first 6 to 7 years in business and 25 to 30 survive more than 20 years 15 This

data indicates that business tumover has likely occuired historically in the SOMA PilipinasCHD and will

likely continue to occur which is n0t diFeCtIV attFibutable towlth or without the Proposed Project

112 The 2022 list provided by SOMA Pilipinas is considered the most up-to-date list of cultural assets

113 While TnUrals are an important part of the Filipino heritage murals are not included in the cultural displacement analysis as

they are at lower risk of displacerrient given their protections MUrals that highlight Filipino culture are located in Tutubi Park

Howard Langton Con-u-nunitV Garden Bessie Carmichael School and several non profit properties in SoMA including

San Lorenzo Ruiz Apartments Several CitV agencies oversee the review and preservation of murals and murals have

protections under the San Francisco Visual Artists Rights Act and the California Art Preservation Act

httpsstblannin Or4sitesdefault files documents publications Gcnerallnfo Muralspd

114Several of the non profit organizations and rriost of the businesses on the 2022 SOMA Pilipinas list were not referenced in the

Filipino Heritage Addendurn A few have moved nearby to their prior location Kularts has moved to 10 10 Mission Street on

the ground floor of Bayanihan House owned by a local non profit TODCO SOMCarn has moved nearby to 1038 Mission

Street which is located on the uound floor of 1036 Mission Familv ADartments owned bv a local non Drofit TNDC
115 httpswww bis4ov bdmus ae naics 44 table7 txt
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Table H-1 Analysis of Potential Protection of Non-Residential Cultural Assets

SOMA Pilipinas Filipino Cultural Heritage District

L
d
re

s
s Same Address

as 2013

Addendum

Cultural Asset

Category Location

SOMA

Pilipinas Map

Code

Potential

Protection

Filipino

Historic

Resource

Non Profit Organizations

Bindlestiff Studio 185 6th St Same address Arts S N P-2 NP

Kularts 1010 Mission St Different address Arts S NP-11 NP HR

Luggage Store Gallery 1007 Market St Not referenced Arts S NP

SF Filipino Cultural Center 814 Mission St Different address Arts S NP-15 Unknown

Balay Kreative Studios 863 Mission St Not referenced Arts S P

Filipino American Development Foundation 1010 Mission St Same address Services S N P-7 NP HR

Mabuhay Health Clinic 1010 Mission St Not referenced Services S NP-12 NP HR

Filipino Senior Resource Center 953 Mission St Same address Services S NP-14 Unknown HR

Bayanihan Equity Center 1010 Mission St Same address Services S NP-19 NP HR

Bill Sorro Housing Program 1110 Howard St Not referenced Services S N P-3 Unknown

Canon Kip Senior Center 705 Natorna St Same address Services S N P-4 NP

SOMCAN 1038 Mission St Moved nearby Services S NP-16 NP

United Playaz 1038 Howard St Moved nearby Services S NP-18 NP

West Bay Filipino Multi-Service Center 175 7th St Same address Services S N P-20 NP

St Joseph's Church Art Society 1401 Howard St Same address ArtsChurch S NP HR

St Patrick Church 756 Mission St Same address Church S NP HR

St Boniface Church 1 133 Golden Gate Ave Same address Church T NP HR

Gran Oriente Filipino Masonic Temple 1 95 Jack London Alley same address Church SP NP HR

Community Landmarks

Bayanihan Community Center 1010 Mission St Same address Services S CL-1 NP HR

Bessie Carmichael School 375 7th St Same address School S C L-2 P

Filipino Education Center 824 Harrison Same address School S CL-5 P

Tutubi Park 539 Minna St Same address Park S CL-17 P

Gene Friend Recreation Center 270 6th St Same address Park S C L-6 P

Kapwa Gardens 967 Mission St New park Park S C L-8 P

Victoria Manalo Draves Park 1 16 Sherman St Same address Park S CL-18 P

Yerba Buena Gardens 1 750 Howard St Same address Park S CL-20 P

Yerba Buena Center for the Arts
1
701 Mission St Same address Arts S CL-20 P

Fil-Ann Reading Room Main Library 1 100 Larkin Street Same address Arts C L-4 P

Businesses

You by Hu Barber Gallery 76 6th St Not referenced Business S C L-1 NP HR

Arkipelago Bookstore 1010 Mission St Same address Business S B-3 NP HR

JT Restaurant Filipinas Restaurant 953 Mission Street Same address Business S B-9 Unknown HR

Plinth Agency 981 Mission St Not referenced Business S B-18 Unknown

Celia's In and Out Cleaners 180 7th St Moved nearby Business S B-6 Unknown

Make It Mariko 863 Mission St Not referenced Business S B-14 Unknown

Mestiza 595 Bryant St Not referenced Business S B-17 Unknown

Studio OA 452 Teharna St Not referenced Business S B-21 Unknown

Kona's Street Market 32 3rd St Not referenced Business S Unknown

Perform 4 Life 650 Mission St Not referenced Business S Unknown

Executive Order 868 Mission St Not referenced Business S Unknown

Uncle Tito 59 9th St Not referenced Business S Unknown

Victory Hall 360 Ritch St Not referenced Business S Unknown

Kusina Ni Tess 235 Ellis St Not referenced Business T B Unknown

Ox and Tiger 552 Jones St Not referenced Business T Unknown

Tilted Brim 706 Larkin St Not referenced Business T Unknown

Key to Table

Evaluates if address is the same as in the Filipino Heritage Addendum to the South of Market Historic Context Statement March 2013

Neighborhood location SSoMa S in the vicinity of the Proposed Project in SoMa TTenderloin SP South Park

Potential Protection P Public NP Non-Profit RC Rent C_ontrolle HR Historic Resource based on best available information

SOMA Filipinas Map Codes NP Non Profit CL Community Landmark BBusiness

Source San Francisco Planning Department Filipino Heritage Addendum to the South of Market Historic Context Statement Draft SOMA

Filipinas CHID CHHESS and SOMA Filipinas website
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All of the businesses listed as cultural assets were analyzed to determine whether they are part o

San Francisco's Legacy Business pro lrarn as preservation of legacy businesses is a key goal of the City's

Cultural District program and indicates business longevity
16 Businesses that have operated in

San Francisco for 30 years or jonger or meet other legacy criteria and have contributed to the histor

and identity are certified as Legacy Businesses Legacy businesses receive educational and promotional

assistance from the Office of Small Business to support their continued viability and success and can

Mply for grants or receive legislative benefits

Based on a review of the businesses that are listed and mapped on the City's Legacy Business website

none of the Filipino businesses listed in Table H I are included on the Legacy Business list as confirmed

by the Planning Department and Legacy Business Program This could indicate that these businesses

do not meet the lcacy business criteria or the business owners have not yet applied for designation as a

legacy business which could be provide attygft4itaitt-benefit to the businesses and is one of the citywide

cultural anti-displacement strategies that is being used by other businesses in the Surrounding Area As
noted earlier only three businesses appear to have been in operation for nine years or rnore

Each of these non-residential cultural assets is also analyzed according to whether the asset is likely to be

protected given its location as follows

0 Public property P which is owned by a public agency

Given its public ownership the current use occupancy is not likely to change

Non profit property NP which is owned by a non profit orlanization or subject to a long term lease

for affordable housing

Nonprofit oranjzqtlons have ahistoa of providing Ionf4 term leases at below market rents

which helps to protect these uses

Based on this analysis most of the Filipino non-residential cultural assets are likely to be protected

includimz most of the non-residential cultural assets in th e vicinity of the Proposed Projec t

0 All of the community landmarks and almost all of the non profit organizations are located on property

that is owned or ground leased to a non profit for affordable housing or other non profit use

One of the community landmarks and several non profit organizations are located in the

Bayanihan House which is a Filipino historic resource in the vicinity of the Proposed Project a

the corner of Mission and 6t Street that includes storefronts with addresses at 10 10 Mission

Street and 76 through 96 Sixth Street

o The Bayanihan House is a residential SRO that is owned by a local non profit

TODCO and houses both residents and the Bayanihan

Equity Center foirnerly known as the Veterans Equity Center Filipino American Development

Foundation Kularts and Mabuha Health Clinic

o Most of the remaining non profit organizations are located in buildings that they own or in

btnldin 4s that are non 12rofit properties

Two of the businesses are also located in the Bayanihan House Arkipelao Bookstore and You by

Hu Barber Gallery within the vicinity of the Proposed Project

1 As noted earlier cultural districts were established by the Board of Supervisors to preserve strengthen and promote cultural

communities and its goals are to support legacy businesses nonprofits community arts and traditions

117
https Iezacvbusiness or l about

118
https Iegacybusiness orgregistrv

9 None of the businesses shown on Fiure H-1 which shows the SOMA Pilipinas map of the CHD cultural assets appear to be

listed in the Leacy Business re istry either
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All of the other businesses listed as cultural assets with the exception of the two located in the

Bayanihan House do not appear to be located on public or non profit property or desinated as

legacy businesses

0 The Piliping Senior Resource Center non profit organization and the JT Restaurant business are

located in the Mint Mall building at 953-957 Mission Street in the vicinity of the Proposed Project

and have been at this location for more than a decade As discussed further below the Mint Mall

building is designated as a historic resource

In sumi-naa this analysis demonstrates that most of the Filipino non-residential cultural assets have some

form of protection and all of the community landmarks are on public property or non profit property

These findings indicate that the Proposed Project is not likely tossubstantially increase the

risk of cultural displacement of non-residential cultural assets Ziven the cultural anti disp acement

strategies of the Proposed Project and the city'swi4e cultural anti-displacement strategies that are

described below While many businesses have likely closed historically in the SOMA Pilipinas CHD and

will likely continue to close over time given typical business pattems this is not directly attributable to

the Proposed Project

Given the cultural anti-displacement strate Zies of the Proposed Project the addition of new residents and

related consumer buying power could provide positive benefits to local businesses by increasing-1k

number of patrons to existing businesses and or help alleviate commercial vacancies in the area which

would also allow a preater number of customers to arrive by foot or bicycle

L Analysis of Filipino Residential Cultural Assets

Based on an analysis of the Filipino residential cultural assets identified by SOMA Pilipinas as having a

high proportion of Filipino residents all of these residential cultural assets are either located in affordable

housing developments or in residential buildings subiect to rent control that provide protections to

existing tenants as shown in Table H-2

Affordable housing developments As described earlier the SoMa and Tenderloin neighborhoods

have many affordable housing developments which are developed and owned by non profit

organizations and are subject to long term regulatory restrictions as affordable housing 121

Rent Controlled Buildings Both neighborhoods also have many older residential buildings that are

subject to rent control including many with SRO units 121

Each of these residential cultural assets is analyzed according to whether the asset is likely to be protected

as affordable housing on non profit property NP or subject to rent control RC which is true of all of

the residential cultural assets as shown in Table H-2

These findings indicate that the Proposed Project would not increase the risk of cultural displacement of

residential cultural assets given their protection as affordable housing or rent controlled buildings

coupled with the residential and cultural anti-displacement strategies of the Proposed Project and the

city'sv4 antidi sp acement strateJes that are described below

120 Data provided by the Planning Department and MOHCD waS Used to determine if the property is an affordable housing

development owned by a non profit

12
1 Data provided bv the Planning Department rc4ardini4 rent controlled buildings and Assessor records was used to analyze the

agc of a rcsidential buildinE to cvaluate whctlicr it is sub6cct to rent control pursuant to the San Francisco Rent Ordinance SF
Administrative Code Chapter 37 which was enacted effective June 13 1979
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Table H-2 Analysis of Potential Protection of Residential Cultural Assets

SOMA Pilipinas Filipino Cultural Heritage District

Address

Same

Address as

2013

Cultural Asset

Category Location

SOMA

Pilipinas Map

Code

Potenitial

Protection

ilipino

H istoric

Resource

Affordable Housing Developments

Bayanihan House

1010 Mission St 80 96

6th St Same address Housing W CL-1 NP HR

Mendelsohn House 737 Folsom St Same address Housing s CL-10 NP

Woolf House 801 Howard St Same address Housing s CL-19 NP

Gabreila Apartments 587 Natoma St Notreferenced Housing s 0 NP

Ritz Hotel Apartments 210-216 Eddy Street Notreferenced Housing T 0 NP

Alexander Residence 230 Eddy St Notreferenced Housing T 0 NP

270 Turk 270 Turk St Notreferenced Housing T 0 NP

Gran Oriente Filipino Hotel 126 Taber PI Same address Housing SID 0 NP Potential HR

Gran Oriente Filipino Masonic Temple 95 Jack London Alley Same address Housing SID N P-8 NP Potential HR

Rent Controlled Buildings

Mint Mall 953-957 Mission St Same address Housing W CL-11 RC HR

San Lorenzo Ruiz Center 50 Rizal St Same address Housing s 0 RC Potential HR

Trinity Apartments 1188 Mission St Notreferenced Housing s 0 RC

155 Turk 155 Turk St Notreferenced Housing T 0 RC

172 Turk 173 Turk St Notreferenced Housing T 0 RC

285 Turk 286 Turk Street Notreferenced Housing T 0 RC

345 Jones 345 Jones St Notreferenced Housing T 0 RC

347 Eddy 348 Eddy St Notreferenced Housing T 0 RC

415 Jones 416 Jones St Notreferenced Housing T 0 RC

50 Golden Gate 51 Golden Gate Avenue Notreferenced Housing T 0 RC

57 Taylor 57 Taylor St Not referenced Housing T 0 RC

225 Taylor 225 Taylor St Notreferenced Housing T 0 RC

Key to Table

Evaluates if address is the same as in the Filipino Heritage Addendum to the South of Market Historic Context Statement March 2013

Neighborhood location SSoMa S in the vicinity of the Proposed Project in SoMa TTenderloin SP South Park

Potential Protection P Public NP Non-Profit RC Rent Controlled HR Historic Resource based on best available information

SOMA Filipinas Map Codes NP Non Profit CL Community Landmark BBusiness

Source San Francisco Planning Department Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development Filipino Heritage Addendum to the

South of Market Historic Context Statement Draft SOMA Pilipinas CHID CHHESS and SOMA Filipinas website
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j Evaluation of Historic Resources Associated with Filipino Community

Each of the cultural assets is also analyzed based on whether it is currently identified as an historic

resource designated as a landmark or historic resource by the City or considered to be a potential

historic resource or district by the Planning Department or according to the Historic Resources Evaluation

HRE Part 11 that has been prepared by Page and Turnbull

The Planning Department has identified two individual historic resources that have been associated with

the SoMa Filipino community for over 40 years within the vicinity of the Proposed Project 112

The former Delta hotel building at 10 10 Mission Street also encompassing 76-96 Sixth Street is a

five-story mixed-use building that is now called the Bayanihan House

This building was built in 1912 and is located about one half block southwest of the Proposed

Project at the corner of Sixth Street and Mission Street While the building is a contributor to the

Sixth Street Lodginghouse Historic District its association with the Filipino community is more

recent and includes its association with Dr Borja who purchased the building and ultimately sold

it to TODCO with deed restrictions focused on benefiting the Filipino community 113

As previously described the Bayanihan House is a residential cultural asset which is affordable

housing owned by TODCO a local non profit The Bayanihan House houses several Filipino

organizations that are non-residential cultural assets Arkil2elago Bookstore Bayanihan Center

Bayanihan Equity Center formerly known as the Veterans Equity Center Filipino American

Development Foundation Kularts Mabuhay Health Clinic and You by Hu Barber Gallery

The Mint Mall at 953 Mission Street also encompassin 951-957 Mission Street is a five-story

mixed-use building that is located to the southeast of the project site

The building was built in 1916 and is a contributor to the Mint-Mission Article I I Conservation

District The bulldin is a certified residential SRO building accordinfZ to City records which

houses Filipino residents and is the location of two non-residential cultural assets Pilipino

Senior Resource Center and JT Restaurant 114

Additional individual historic resources associated with the Filipino communit elsewhere in the SOMA
Pilipinas CHD may be identified by the Planning Department in the future including

Saint Joseph's Church at 1401 Howard Street C4tLandmark 120 that-which identifies the

association with the Filipino community in SoMa in its 4e-landmark resolution 121

122
FReference Historic Resources Evaluation Part III

123 The Bavanihan House is the site of the former Delta Hotel a residential hotel that was owned by Dr Mario Boria a Filipino

In the 1970's Dr Borja purchased the Delta Hotel hoping that it may one day serve the Filipino population living in SOMA
Bv 1994 Dr Boria took over the manaaement of the hotel and provided affordable housing to low-income tenants including

the growin z population of Filipino American WWII veterans In 1999 Boria sold the hotel to an affordable housina developer

Tenant and Owners Development Corporation TODCO with specific conditions for the sale to TODCO to benefit tile

corrimunity First TODCO had to provide affordable housing to all displaced tenants including the more than 100 elderly

Filipino American WWII veterans Second the building would be renamed Bavanihan House a Filipino cultural value

meaninL mutual SUDDort and mutual carinL Third TODCO would extend a 20-vear lease to the FiliDino American

Development Foundation which runs the Bayanihan Community Center for 1 year for over 7000 square feet of ground floo

and basement space https www bayanihancc orgabout html
124

According to the Filipino Heritage Addendum to the South of Market Historic Context Statement the Mint Mall has been

owned by the Nocon family since the 1970s The Mint Mall has additional cultural significance as it formerly housed several

different community organizations such as Bayanihan Community Center Bindlestiff Theater Studios West Bay Pilipino

Multi-Service Center South of Market Employment Center and Arkipelago Bookstore

125 https sfplannin 4 isordocs landinarks and districtsLM120 pd
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50 Rizal Street currently referred to as the San Lorenzo Ruiz Center which housed Filipino cultural

institutions beginning in the 1970s

Neither of these cultural assets is in the vicinity of the Proposed Project

While no historic district is located in the vicinity of the Proposed Project the South Park area that is

located approximately 08 miles east of the Proposed Project includes a California Register-eligible

historic district This eligible South Park Historic District represents the earliest albeit small community
of Filipino immigrants in SoMa and includes the following cultural assets listed on Tables H I and H-2

Gran Oriente Filipino Hotel and Masonic Temple Lommhich have been developed as 44-01
PaFk Stteet the twe Fesidential flats buildings putehased by the GFan OFiente Filipino 41 43 South

PaAi Street 45 49 Satith Park St

Ofiente Masonic Temple 95 jack London Alley and would be eligible f6f listing on the Galifofni

RegisteF of RiStEFiCal ReSOUFOeS UndeF CFiteFiOn 1 EVentS

The historic resources are marked with red circles in Figure H-2 below which is based on the HRE Part 11

analy-S and the Planning Depat4ment plans to cooMinate vAth the SOMA Pilipinas G14D be-f6fe

finaliZing asSOeiated 00ntFibtiting f oatffeS Within the SEM41 PaFk HiStEFie DistFie The Filil inE Ctilttffal

Assets Section 7b and Filipino Social 14etitage Re EtiFCe Section 7d would infoFm AtttiFe evaktations

The last column of Tables H I and H-2 shows the result of the historic resource analysis which indicates

whether the cultural asset is currently considered or could be designated an historic resource HR
The desif4nation of historic resources landinarks and historic districts help prevent cultural displacement

as the buildin zs must be preserved and rehabilitated consistent with relevant Federal State and or local

requirements to preserve their historic character although these designations do not prevent changes in

occupancy or use Therefore cultural assets that are located on historic sites or in buildings identified as

an historic resourcc may bc afforded sonic protection frorn displacement
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Figure H-2 Potential Historic Resources and Other Cultural Assets

SOMA Pilipinas Cultural Heritage District KEEP OR OMITJ

Map Key Location of potential historic resources red and other cultural assets blue relative to the Project Site white SoMa Pilipinas

Filipino Cultural Heritage District shaded blue Base image Google Earth edited by Page Turnbull

Source Page and Turnbull Google Earth
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2 Cultural Anti-Displacement Strategies of Proposed Promect

The Proposed Project would include both required and voluntary cultural anti displacement strategies

focused on arts and culture stabilization business retention and stabilization and workforce development

and education in the Surrounding Area As described earlier most of the voluntary cultural anti

displacement strategies are the subject of a Community Benefits A4reernent CBA developed in

collaboration with the Mid-Market Coalition and a Project Labor AZreement PLA with the Building and

Construction Trades Council

These strate 4ies are summarized in Table H-3 organized accordin Y to the following cateWries consistent

with the research literature and the City's Community Stabilization initiative 121

Community Arts and Cultural Stabilization The Proposed Project would dedicate the require

I of construction cost on public art which would include 250 000 to support public ai t and public

realm projects at 469 Stevenson that recognize the Filipino community's history culture and

contributions in addition to enhance and enliven urban spaces and places About 4000 square feet of

retail space is voluntarily proposed to be provided at below market rents to community serving retail

and community spaces accompanied by donated skilled labor services to improve the space for

occupancy An-kind contribution valued at 50000year of the Project's on-site maintenance and

administration staff's labor would also be contributed to help maintain Mint Plaza

0 Community Business and Workforce Stabilization The below market rate space in the Proposed

Project would provide space for community serving retail businesses Workforce employment

programs would include the required first source hiring program and the voluntary collaboration on

employment programs for local residents with the Office of Economic and Workforce Development

OEWD 6th Street Employment Program as well as a Project Labor A4reernent with Building and

Construction Trades Council for construction of the building A voluntary donation of about

580 000 V44WOLdd be made to a Community Programming Fund that would benefit resident-led

projects and organizations in the Surroundin Area amon 4 other programs to benefit the community

12 The VOILintary land donation of property at 59 6th Street Assessor's Block 3704 Lot 049 for a community benefit use could

be used to support these efforts as well
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Figwe-Table H-3 Description of Cultural Anti-Displacement Strategies of Proposed Project

See Appendix D for further information regarding anti-displacement strategies and sources

Source Urban Displacement Project CitV and CountV of San Francisco SOMA Pilipinas Filipino Cultural Heritage District CHHESS June

2022 Draft
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3 City-Led Cultural Anti-Displacement Strategies

The cultural anti-displacement strategies were compiled based on the City's Community Stabilization

initiative and Racial and Equity plans w4a anfi-displacement strategies ae-currently being implemented

by the City in the Surrounding Area are identit-ied These strategies are also informed by the draft SOMA
Pilipinas CHD CHHESS which presents recommendations and strate Tjes to preserve the cultural herita e

of the Filipino community in the SOMA Pilipinas CHD as described earlier The cultural anti

displacement strategies are generally characterized as follows and the City is implementing strategies in

all of4hem the catc Iorics in the Surroundin 4 Area

0 Initiatives Plans and A2reernents to Address Cultural Displacement The City has imPlemented

a variety of initiatives plans and community benefit agreements to preserve and stabilize community

arts and cultural organizations and preserve associated cultural assets

Community Arts and Cultural Stabilization The City has implemented a variety of strate ies to

achieve community arts and cultural stabilization includin the Cultural District initiative historic

resource and landmark designations Community Investment Program Nonprofit Sustainability

Initiative Community Cornerstones which includes grants for property acquisition and lease

stabilization 121 health and social services for vulnerable populations including programs for Filipino

children and youth provision of p ublic and civic art as well as improvement of the public realm and

the citywide Public Space Initiative

Community Business and Workforce Stabilization The City has iml2lemented a variety o

policies programs actions and strategies to aehieve this-including the Cultural District initiative

LeYacy Business Pro4rarn 121 other programs and initiatives by OEWD and its Office of Small

Business programs to sustain local businesses and commercial corridors such as Invest in

Neighborhoods and SoMa West Community Benefit District CBD which is the largest of the

City's CBDs and surrounds the Proposed Project Many workforce programs are also being

implemented in the Surroundin 4 Area includin z the City's first source hirin pro4rarn and the Sixth

Street employment program

As indicated in Table H-4 and further described in Appendix D a large number of City-led cultural anti

displacement strategies are bein 4 implemented in the Surroundin z Area many of which are part of the

City's Community Stabilization initiative Working in collaboration with Planning staff each of these

anti-displacement strategies was analyzed to determine whether

The strategy is part of a City-led strategy that is being implemented in the SoMa and-Tenderloin

nel6borhoods surrounding area of the Proposed Project

A similar strateZy is recommended in the SOMA Pilipinas CHD CHHESS
The strateZy is being proposed by the Proposed Project and whether it is a required component of

the Proposed Project or being voluntarily proposed by the Project Sponsor

127 CAST has developed and preserved the Luggage Store Gallery in the vicinity of the Proposed Project and the nearby

Dempster Building that is behind the Mint Mail building at 447 Minna Street as further described below

12 As indicated earlier nonc of the Filipino businesses idcntificd as cultural assets appear to be listed on the City's Legacy

Busincss websitc which would align with the City's Cultural District goals to support legacy busincsses and servc as a cultural

anti di sp lacement strate 4y for ton standing Filipino bUsinesses
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Table H-4 Summary of Cultural Anti-Displacement Strategies

Surrounding Area SOMA Pilipinas Filipino Cultural Heritage District and Proposed Project

City-Led Strategies Similar Strategy in

Implemented in SOMA Pilipinas
Proposed by the 469

Cultural Anti-Displacement Strategies Surrounding Area Filipino Cultural
Stevenson Project

SoMa and Heritage District

Tenderloin CHHESS

Citywide Initiatives Plans and Community Benefit Agreements

Community Stabilization Initiative

Racial Equity Plans

Community Benefits Agreement CBA X Voluntary

Community Arts and Cultural Stabilization

Arts and culture protection X X Voluntary

Cultural District Initiative including support of local Cultural Districts X X

Historic Resource and Landmark Designations X X

Community Investment Program including support of Cultural Centers X X

Community organization preservation Nonprofit Sustainability Initiative NSI Community Cornerstones X X Voluntary

Community organization support and retention X X Voluntary

Health and social services for vulnerable populations including programs for Filipino children and youth X X

Public art civic art and public realm improvements X X Required

Citywide Public Space Initiative and equitable recreation and park investments X X Voluntary

Community Business and Workforce Stabilization

Business retention and stabilization X Voluntary

Sustain local businesses and commercial corridors Invest in Neighborhoods X X Voluntary

Legacy Business Program X

Commercial vacancy tax X

Commercial district planning management safety and vibrancy X X Voluntary

Workforce development and education X Voluntary

First Source Hiring X X Required

Local employment programs X X Voluntary

Minimum wage X X Required

Wage theft protections and enforcement of other labor laws X

Educational programs including programs to support families and cultivate arts and culture X X

Muni Service Equity Strategy X

Key to indicators

X Indicates that this strategy is being undertaken or proposed

Required Indicates that this strategy is being proposed and is required for the Proposed Project

Voluntary Indicates that this strategy is being voluntarily proposed by the Project Sponsor

See Appendix D for further information regarding anti-displacement strategies and sources

Source Urban Displacement Project City and County of San Francisco SOMA Pilipinas Filipino Cultural Heritage District CHHESS June

2022 Draft

The complete set of exhibits that describe each cultural anti-displacement strategy are included in

Appendix D As noted earlier these exhibits include information regarding the City Program Leads
examples of how these strate Zies are beini implemented in the Surroundin Area and a summay
description of the required and voluntary anti-displacement strategies of the Proposed Project These

exhibits also reference the sources that were used to compile these strategies which are indicated by

source number references in the last coluinn of the exhibits that present the antidisp acement strateZies
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4 Future Protected Locations for Cultural Assets

Future development projects in SoMa and Tenderloin may provide additional resources for the protection

of cultural assets and serve as cultural anti-displacement strateZies For example the developer of 490

Brannan Street in SoMa is partnering with KULARTS Filipino American Development Foundation

FADF and Asian Pacific Islander Cultural Center APICC to create a Filipino performin arts theater

especially dedicated to dance As part of this new development these orlanizations would lease about

6350 square feet of space at below market rates that will ultimately house two Filipino arts organizations

listed on the Cultural Heritage District map prepared by SOMA Pilipinas which are currently located in

the Bayanihan House

The 5M Project that is currently underway donated the historic Dempster Building as part of its proposed

development which is located on 447 Minna Street about one block south of the Proposed Project and

immediately to the south of the Mint Mall In 2019 CAST became the owners of this 10200 square foot

buildin and assembled fundinz in 2021 to transform the Dempster Buildin into a community arts and

cultural hub The Dempster offers affordable workspace performance exhibition meeting and office

spaces to arts and culture groups rqn4ing from youth arts and music education to local Filipino arts and

community-based organizations The Dempster is also located adjacent to the Parks at 5M where outdoor

perfomances and gatherings can also occur for the Filipino Community 129 The PaFks at 5M also inekide-s

ct cl

129
https cast sf or4portfo I i o-ty pe44 7-ininn a

H Ef
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Conclusion Forthcoming
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